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(i) 

ABSTRACT 

In order to assess the need to formulate training requirements 

for practitioners of group therapy in therapeutic milieus attached 

to the Cape Provincial Hospital servjce , the organization, theoretic

al framework and functioning of these therapeutic milieus have 

been cutlined. The group therapy component of the therapeutic 

milieu programmes and the present trajning providerl to all four 

psyct1iatric dfsciplines from whose ranks tbe co-therapists of the 

therapy groups nrc dravm have been examined . 

Within this framework an assessment of the need to provide 

bath improved tra:i.ning and some consider able training in common 

for the four psychiatric disciplines involved has been made. 

Evidence from U1e writer's observ:Jticns reached during thrL"'e years 

or su;->crv.ision of psychic.!t.ric soci3l work students' group ther2.py 

prncl:;j ce in the therapeutic milieus together with examples from 

tho students I process records has bi:en cited to suppcrt the con--

cluaion that these needs do exist. 

The training requirements have been analysed into four 

comnonents: the theory, experiential group attcnd~1ce, group 

therapy practice, s upervision. The formulation of a training pro

gramme embracing these components is advocated . 

It is concluded that the training programme 3hould to a 

great extent be applicable to co-therapists from the difrerent 

psychiatric disciplines . 

Finally a number of proposals as to hm-1 imp.roved c1:1d common 

training programmes cnn be evaluated and impl e1n~nted · have been 

outlined. 



PART I 

A11 Assessment of the Need to Formulate 

Training Requirements for Practitioners 

of Group Therapy in 

Therapeutic Milieu Practice Placements 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The practical training in psychiatric social work of post

graduate students of The School of Social Work at the lln.i..vers.i.ty 

of Cape T m,:n is undertaken in a number of psychiatric settings 

in the community of Capp, Tovm . The major pl acements used are 

the psychiatric ~nits and wards operating within the Provincial 

Hospital Service of the Cape, viz. the psychiatric in-patient 

units at Groote Schuur Hospital and Avalon, the Psychiatric 0Hy 

Hospital at Groote Schuur and the William Slater Hospital for Alco-

holies. These units are basic training placements for all the 

psychiatric disciplines, Le. for Psychiatric Regi st rs.rs, Clinical 

Psychology Interns , and Psychiatric Nurses as well as for Psychiai:rj_c 

Social \'lorkerc. Trfdning in Group Therapy is an important component 

of the training progremme for all these disciplines . 

Following her observalions made during three years expariencc 

of supervising the group therapy practice of psychiatric soclal 

work students within these placements, the writer has concluded that 

it is necessary to formulate some prcpcsals regarding th::J trRining 

requ:i.rements fur the practice cf group therapy by psychiatric 

social workers in such settings . In view of the fact that the 

group therapy is conducted by co-therapists drawn from all the 

psychiatric disciplines as well as the Occupational Thenipy staff 

of the units, it will be contended further, that these tr□ining 

requirements epply to all these disciplines. The fund0n1ental n,::;ed 

is that there should be at least some consj_derable nrcas of training 

in common for group therapy. 

Before training needs can be considered ills necessary to 

have an understanding of the theoretical framework ::md the 
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organisation and functioning of these units. 

2. The Therapeutic Milieu Approach 

All these units function within the framework of a thera-

peutic ml lieu. As Anderson and T ret.hmven ( i 97 3) point out the 

hasic concept of milieu therapy is that the psychiatric patients ' 

surroundings, both physical and interpersonal should be thera

peutic, i.e. such a un.it should become part of the treatment not 

just a placR where treatment is given. In its moct highly de-

vcloped form the ther.-::.peutic milieu is known as a therap8utic 

community where the focus is m1 the interpersonal milieu rat her 

than tlw physical structure. 

Professor Otto !(ernberg i !1 an address at the Cassel HcspitaJ 

Diamond Jubilee Conference in 1980 outlined the traditional thera

peutic milieu model (2s davalop~d by Max~~ll Jones end Tom Main). 

This model uses tht) principle cf commu1:ii ty therapy c1nd acti ;,,e 

patients . As he paints out (this quotation is from o resum6 by 

Dr. E. Nash of his address) 

the therapeutic culture resulls in re-education 
and social rehabilitation, aiming at optimal 
social functioning both in the community and 
eventually in society; these living, learning 
confrontations in Hle here and now can lead to 
the exploralion of alternativG behavjour; ~uch 
attention is paid to group mee~jngs, small, 
l arge and special purpose, in which open crnr,muni
cation is practised, social behavio~r is en-· 
couraged, rehabilitation skills are rehearsed ( ·) 
and decisions are arrived at in a democratic way . 1 

According to /'laxw3ll Jones ( 1968) the ther.3peutie community 

concepl involves a redistribution of pov;er, authority and decision

making 2nd a more den~cr8tic egalitarian social structure 

generr1lly . The single powerful st~ff leader is gr~dually replaced 
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by a group of leaders, in other words there is a flattening of 

the authority structure. 

The therapeutic community or milieu is thus staffed by a 

multi-disciplinary team consisting of psychiatrists, psychiatric 

nurses , clinical psychologists, psychiatric social workers and 

occupational therapists. In line with the philosophy of an 

egalitarian social structure role distinctions within the team 

tend to be blurred. 

Kenneth Myer-s (1979) discusses this concept of blurring in 

his article'The mental hospital therapeutic community in recent 

years' in Th!:'rapsuU c Communities. He points out that Maxwell-

Jones' ba3ic idea was "t o release staff and p<.itients from the 

rigid straight-j8cket of traditional role expectations in order 

that each individual could make the fullest contribution ~ompaliblc 

with his personality, knowledge: skills and probl.ems11 (
2) . When 

seen in this light, this idea se~ms to have considerable value. 

Hm-Jever ~ Myers , along with other critics~ feels that the conse

quences of the concept ' blurring' which means 'making vague or 

indistinct' (dictionary definition) does 2 serious disservice lo 
the therapeutic community movement. He sug.gests that it creates 

un~ecessary confusion and anxiety in both staff and patients and 

thus,unnecessary dissension within the community as a whole . 

Erom this writer's own observations , made during supervision, it 

would appear that blurring of roles also exacerbates competitive

ness, both conscious and unconscious, within a staff team. The 

resultant dynamics can often be damaging to the interests of the 

patients. 
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Pr.ofessnr Otto Kernberg (19!30) questions the supposition that. 

authority, unless it is restrictive, is anti--therapeutic. He 

believes that when a therapeutic.; community model is implemented 

there needs to be clear administrative structure , clear task 

definition, .lines of authority and accountability, preservation 

of staff expertise and avoidance of role diffusion; that each 

professinnal has a differentiated role function although each 

perform some common functions. As a resu.lt of t his type of 

critical evaluation the organizational structure of present day 

thereapeutic milieus has been modified ta a certain extent and 

althGugh they are still staffed by multi-disciplinary teams lines 

of authority are more clear-cut and there are usually leaders in 

the teams, or leadership rests jn the hands of consultants . 

Treatment procedures in milieu units in hospital settings 

include medical treatment e.y. prescription of drugs, individual 

psychotherapy and therapeutic activity, occupation and social 

intervention within a variety of group settings . Thus , the focus 

of treatment is on both the intra-psychic stresses and the psycho

social factors that &ffect patients. To develop treatment skills 

in both these areas Professor Kernberg (1980) has emphasized the 

value of the use of two theoretical models, viz . the psychoanalytic 

model and lhe systems model. 

Maxwell Jones (1976) sees the basic aspect of the therapeutic 

community or milieu programme as being the daily community n1eeting 

of lhe entire staff end patient population. These meetings are 

used to examine the issues in the system 1 e . g . the emotional pre

cesses of staff vnd patients , the functioning of the social syster,1; 
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the use of power , the impact of social factors on emotional life 

~md any administrative issues. He believes, h0wever, that it is 

desirable to follow these large meetings by group meetings con

sisting of a small group of patients because many tensions cannot 

be worked through in a community meeting. These ten3ions act as 

a stimulus to communication in the smaller meetjngs. ihis is 

where the group therapy component of the ?rogramme becomes 

necessary. Group therapy meetings provide the micr0-milieu in 

which emotional processes and the impact of social factors and 

interaction can be examined and worked through in greater depth 

with lhe aim of improved functioning of the grot~ members. Thus 

'group therapy is primarily a social and pyschologic8l precess in 

which an emotional re--cd:.icational and re-learning experience can 

occur.'(J) The requisite for group therapy is the employment or 

utilisation of the services of a trained conductor Hho is a pro

fessioilal person using spec:i alized sh:ills to acc;or.,plish h.i.s/her 

goals. 

3. The Organization, Theoretical Fram~~mrk and Functioning of the 

Therapeutic Milieu Placements attached to the Cape Provincial 

Hospital Service 

a) • Drganiz a tion 

As the aforementioned placements operate within a therapeutic 

milieu approach , ~-,ith the focus on the :interpersor.aJ. milieu, they 

will be referred to in this paper as the therapeutic milieus. 

They are staffed by a multi--disciplimiry team c-1s described in 

the previous section. 

Authority and responsibility for treatment planning rests 
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in the hands of the staff. Leadership allocation is tradition

bound and thus remains in tha confines of the medical profession 

so leadership roles are filled by consultant psychiatrists and 

psychiatric nurses. 

Some blurring cf roles exists. The role of i~dividual 

psychother8pist is filled from the ranks of Psychiatric Regis

trars, Clinical Psychology Interns, and Psychiatric Social Workers 

and Psychiatric Social Work students. Group thernpj.sts are drawn 

from the ranks of all the psychiatric disciplines and in some 

units, from the Occupational Therapy staff. 

(b) Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework is eclectic and rests basically 

within the psychodynamic and systems models. However it is in-
t-

fl uen ced and enriched from other sources notably the field of 

behaviour modification. 

(c) Functioning 

There are variations as regards the treatment programmes 

within the therapeutic milieus. William Slater Hospital, for 

instance, has a brief three week in-patient therapeutic milieu 

type programme. This is followed by treatment on an out-patient 

basis. In Ward D12 at Groote Schuur patients remain as in-

patients for as long as three or four mcnths. There ar e the 

usual ward rounds, stc1ff meetings and staff groups. As far as 

the patient ' s programmes are concerned, there are a variety of 

group activities which include inter al i a evocative techniques, 

growth games , social skills and other aspects of occupational 

the1·apy . 
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Community meetings, individual psychotherapy and g:roup therapy are 

the basic components to be found i n all the milieus . 

As the group therapy component is the focus of this paper it is 

necessary to outline it in more detail . 

(d) Group Thera_p_y 

In the in-patient milieus Rt Groote Schuur and Avalon the 

group therapy meetings are held for one hour per day, four times 

a \'/eek. There are b -.:o groups, viz . an orientation gl'oup and a 

working group . All newly admitted patients attend the orienta

tion group unless there are contra-indications of a reasonably 

severe naLure. Anorexic patients during their early phase of 

weight gain, overtly psychotic or brain damaged paLients do not 

go into group therapy. Selection criteria are not considered in 

terms of ths narrower perspective of suih,bJ.e cornpositj on for the 

group therapy groups. 

complex. 

This would make ad~ission criteria too 

However , there are some selection issues which should perhaps 

be kept in mind in view of the fact that the group therapy compo-

nent is a very important part of the programme. This writer 

considers that one of the selection criterion that should be con-

sidered is that of suitable age range. She quastio~s, for in-

stance, t!1e wisdom of placing adolescent patients in group therapy 

with adult patients. For example,she observed a group session 

in which there were inter alia lhree middle-agad won~n and one 

adolescent girl of 15. The three adults were working on the 

issue of comj ng to terms 1-'lith the imper fee tions of pm_·cn ts. Tho 

girl was in the ado]esccnt develcpmenU:1] phase of rebelling 
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against parental authority so was unable Lo work an this issue . 

Expectations that she could cio so would be totally unrealistic. 

As a r~sult she became a disturbing clement in the group and 11as 

scapegoated both by the other members and the therapists . 

The focus of the orientsticn group is on educating group 

members to think psychologically and on developing a group ethos . 

When it is felt that patients have rea~hed a stage when they are 

able to work on themselves ~,ith a view to symptom relief; 

attitude change, improved reality testing, improved ability to 

relate to others and possibly some personality change, they are 

transferred to the working group . 

group functions at greater depth. 

Thus,in principle the working 

In practice, of co~rse, if 

cohesion occurs ir1 the orientation group a working phase can be 

achieved in this group too. On occasion this gruup can work as 

well as if not more effectively than the working group. 

Admission to the working group depends on both psycholog.i.c:al 

readiness and a vacancy occurring through discharge of a patient. 

Some patients do not progress beyond the orientation group. 

Both groups are thus open groups with a changirig membership 

and are on-going with no clear--cut beginning or t ermination phases . 

The groups are led by co-t!iernpists. Students or trainees from 

all four psychiatric disciplines are required to act as group 

therapists as pa~t of their training programme. Because there 

is a need for all students to get a turn and because conducting 

group therapy is demanding and tiring even for the troined sb::ff 

there is a change of therapist every four to six weeks. To 

achieve some stability co-therapists move in and out ut different 
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times so there is an overlap of leadership. This means that 

group members are not faced with two new therapists at one time. 

Change in membership and leadership is not so rapid that 

no stability can be achieved. Group cohesion does occur in both 

groups. Nevertheless, the constant change rloes er.eat.a many 

difficulties and at times appears to be therapeutically hazardous. 

The separation anxiety reactivated can become so high that it cw1-

not be worked through in a beneficial manner . 

Wherever and whenever possible students with little or no 

experience are placed with more experienced co-therapists . How

ever, there are often administrative difficulties in lhis regard 

and there are times when both therapists are inexperienced . The 

actual experience of so-called experienced therapists is relative 

and may consist of as little as one year's experience of running 

groups. 

There is no consistent, intensive, in-~service supervision of 

the trainee group therapists. Groups are held behind the one-way 

mirror so that any staff who wish to do so may observe a group in 

session and provide the therapists with critical feedback. 

Al: the Psychiatric Day Hospital there is cnly one grcup \1hich 

all patients attend. This is held for one-and-a-half hours each 

day four times a week . This is also nn open group ~un by co-

therapists who change every six weeks. Medical students and 

other students may sit in as observers . To date there has been 

no one-way mirror in the Day ifospital premises so staff observa

tion and feedback h,'lVe been unavoihiblc. 

At William Slater, a new group of patients is admitted each 
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Monday. For the three week in-patient period they attend daily 

group therapy meetings for 50 minutes a day. These groups are 

also run by co-therapists from the different disciplines. They 

are,however, closed groups and have the same co-therapists for 

the three week period . After discharge patients attend out

patient groups on a weekly basis. 

4. The Present Trajning of the Gre;up Therapists 

(a) Psychiatric Registrars 

rhey have no formal theoretical training in group therapy . 

Their training is thus entirely in terms of practice. This is 

their first experience of running a group. They have no special 

group therapy supervision but have intensive individual super

vision of their total therapeutic practice. 

(b) Clinical Psychology Interns 

They have a few formaL lectures/seminars and attend an 

experient.i.al group once a \'leek fur a short period curing thei !' 

Honours course . 

In the first year of Clinical Master's training they attend 

an experiential group once a week throughout the year. In 

addition they are expected to :run a weekly gr·oup outside n f \'/Ork.i.ng 

hours for a pt::riocl of six months. Some supervh~.i.on is giveri. 

Many students run the out-1.rntie-nt groups at William Slater. 

In the secorid ye□r of their internship they go inLo in

servjce training in tho various milieus mid other psychiatric 

settings. Part of lheir training is therefore conducting lhe 

91:oup therapy groups as one of the co--theropL,ts. They are given 

intensive i'ldividunl supervision 01 all thcropeutic work done. 
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~1herc a one--way mirror is available they are observed by their 

s upervisor on occasion . From her observations of actual practice 

t he supervisor can pick up whether they have any understanding of 

group processes . They are not expected to wrile process reports 

on their group Lherapy practice as , by this st~ge in their trainjng, 

they are expe~tcd to t,ave their basic understanding of grovp dynamics 

and process . 

c) Psychiatric Nurses 

Prior lo gning into in-service training on the ward they have 

a series of four lectures on group thcr..1py i·1hich ir.c] udes some j n-

put on group processes. They also etterd an experiential group 

once a 1veek for the whole year of their tr-einlng period. 

Once assigned to a milieu or unit they are Gxpected to lake 

pert i11 all lhe activities on the programme including conducting 

the yroup therapy Qroups as ore cf the re-therapists. This ic 

their first experience of \"/orldr ,g in a group . Th8y ore expected 

to get feedback from Lhe siste1--in-charge or any othor staff who 

observe them, b...it have no intensive supervision of th~ir pructict:. 

d) Psychiatric Social Workers 

In undergraduale training in social work, social grol!pi,:o:-1< is 

one of the major social work methods taught . At the Unlve~sity 

of Cape Town social wDrk stude:its are gi Vt~:i lectu:rcs on group1m1'k 

i n their firRt, third and fourth years . They also attend a series 

of workshops on groupwork in their third and fourth years . As 

part of their practice component in their th.i.rd yem: they run an 

acti vily group 1·d th LhcropeJLl c goals for o!le hour H week for 10 

weeks. These ore closed groups . They have to write ful l process 
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reports of each meeting and attend weekly group supervision 

sessions i n addition to a 1ri.i[;imum of 3 individual supervision 

sessions. 

In their fourth year t hey elect to specialize in either 

community 1vork or casework and groupwork . For their groupwork 

practice they again run a group of a therapeutic nature once a 

week for about 10 weeks. They are expected to take more respcns-

ibili ty in the selection and composition of this group 
1 

and if 

possible they both run a group and act as a re~order in another 

group. Supervision is given on similar lines to that given in 

the third year . 

When psychiatric sccia.l. work training 1--1as given on an Honours 

degree l evel group therapy was a full-time theoretical course 

and practice consisted of sel ecting and conducting a closed thera

peutic group for· one to one-and-a--hal f hours once a vveek for 1l~ to 

16 seaslons. Students acted as leaders in one group and recorders 

in another . Weekly group supervisi.on, for which full 1t1ritten 

process records were required , was given once a week. Each student 

was also given a number of individual supervision sessions. For 

the last three years of the Honours trainlng the formal lecture 

input W8S replaced by a compulsory programme of prsscribed reading 

and an experiential group . Those students doing their practical 

placement in the therapeutic milieus used th l s experience as their 

supervised group therapy praci:ice component . 

Post-graduale clinical tralniny is now being done on o 

Master ' s degree level . The formal content of this training pro-

gramme .i.s still in the developmental sta,Jo£. At present the group 
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therapy training cunsists of a ilaJ. f course of formal lectureB/ 

seminars; attendance of a 10 week experiential group and super

vision of group therapy practice ithich is undertaken in n var.:i.ety 

of placements including the therapeutic milieus . 

It can thus be seen that the background experience and present 

training of the four psychiatric disciplines is of very different 

levels. 

5. The Need for Improved Training 

As Henry Walton et al (1971) point out the ability to conduct 

a psychotherapeutic group is a complex technical skjll. h'hether 

the group therapist t::ikes an active role or a very non-directive 

stance he/she remains the most importrn1t person in the group and 

needs tn recognize and maintain his/her role of authority fi guJ~f; . 

A therapeutic group r!1ay have no ch.•c1rly defined task nor m0y the 

therapist impose any activity or issue on the group. This does 

not me an,howeve~that the therapist should not yive di~ection to 

the group. As Johnson (1963) suggests the group therHpjst needs 

to have a constant awareness of doing group therapy not individual 

therapy within a group . 

Colby lists ti,e following .qualifications and require~ents for 

a psychothGrapi st : 

.1. A body of knowledge concerning normal nnd pathological 
thought and behaviour .in our culture. 

2. A logically cohesive group of theoretical concepts 
which nre convenient in unde1-sta:-1ding this thought 
and behaviour. 

3. Technica l cxpcri0nce in therapeutically integrating 
observations with concepts in c lin.i.cal work with 
patients . 
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4. Intuition as a practised and conlrolled 
ability to read between the lines and 
empathically grasp whot lhe pc.Jtient means 
end feels beyond the face value of what he 
says. 

5. Awareness of his m-m inner wi shes , anxietias 
and defences and their influence on his 
therapeutic techniques . (4) 

The group therapist i n addition needs a body of knowl edge 

concerning group dynandcs and group processes; a set cf theoretical 

concepts to aid understanding of these processes r.1nd an intuitive 

abiJ.it.y to grs:1sp the latent as well as the manifest content of 

these processes. 

r~ is important to remember tha t therapy g~oups per se are riot 

automatically of therapeutic benefit. If the therapist is lacking 

in understanding and skills groups can become what Henry Walton et 

al ( 1971) terru pS)'Chonoxious. 

They point out that 

Group discussion inevitably mobilizes conflict 
and tension is generated. Highly morbid 
beliefs can be expressed and gain currency. 
Marked psychological .resistances can develop 
so that erroneous belief can persist. (5) 

In a large-scale controlled research inquiry into the effect

iveness of encounter groups undertaken by Lieberman, Yalcm and 

Miles in 15'73 they found that one-third of the participants had 

undergone moderate or considerable positive change . Tha remnin-

ing bJO-thirds had found it an unre;~arding experience ei tiler be

cause they dropped out , r emained unchanged or experienced negative 

change. In fact , 8% of the subjects ac tually suffered psycho

logical injury which produced sequellne still present six months 

aflcr the end of the grouµ. Although this study was of encow,ter 
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groups, encnuntzr groups and therc1py groups hrn:e sufficient in 

common for results to hove applicnbility in uoth fi eldc. 

In the writer ' s own experieGce of supervision she can cite the 

followjng example of a period of 22 group therapy sessions held 

j n one of lhe lherape1Jtic oiilieus in which, in her opinion , nothing 

of therapeutic benefit and some psycholc~ical damage occurred . 

It is in fact this incidence which \'JaS the mo Li vating force behind 

the wriling of this p&pcr. 

In the group in question a psychiatric soc.Lal work student 

acted as one of the co-therapists for aJl twe;1Ly-two sessions. She 

was supervised by the writer. This was the student ' s first grou~ 

ther3py exper in:ice. The evidence for Lhe \•:riter ' s conclusion that 

nothing therapeutic occurred was dra~n from the student's process 

reports. Allm-.'ance must, therefore, be made for the student's 

bics. The reports were, however, written in sufficient detaH fer 

the wrj ter lo be able to pick out a nu1:1ber of clear-cul: latent 

themes thot persisted throughout this phase of lhe group's life. 

During this period the student worked with three different co

therapists. 

When she first w1tered the group ~1e was faced with a lot of 

hostiljly from group members. It was clear th&t much of t~is 

hostility h•a::. linked to the termination cf her predecessor. Ir: 

this group no Fittention v1as paid to phases or group dcvoJ.oprr:ont or 

lo grour processes . Thus terrninaLion feclinus were never rccog-

nizcd, dealt wjlh or worked through, and the group men~ers were 

ahrnyu carry fo<j \vithin them u;i fj nishcd business 1-Ji th rcciard to 

scparallon issues. The stud~nt had, in fact, moved into a period 
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of group mourning for the departed therapist. Members were thus 

not read, to form ne1·1 attachments. As a result of her r eception 

by t he group the student felt inadequate and she became locked 

in an unconscious competitive battle with her co-therapist in an 

attempt to become the 'good ' therapist in the eyes of lhe group. 

In addiLlon she had a need to be accepted by patients on a pber 

l evel so was not comfortable in her role as authority figure. 

As a result of this she r elated to her co-therapists in a manner 

that tended to move them into becoming an elder sib-subgroup on a 

l atent level . As the student was the only therapist in super-

vision this could only be wor:<ed through \'Ji th her and not with 

the other therapists. 

In the fourth meeting there were still issues of trust 

prevalent in the group (typical of an orientation phase cf group 

development). As neither therapist was looking at the group in 

terms of group development they did not respond in an insightful 

way to testing out by group m8mbers. As a result the theme of 

the fifth meeting 1 If we are not good we will lose the love of 

mother' was not picked up. This seemed in fact to be the overall 

theme of the*milieu at thut time. As the group therapy was only 

one component in the overall programme it was clearly influenced 

by and influenced the total milieu culture. From verbal reports 

of the student the staff of the*milicu seemed to have developed a 

very confronting, often punitive □pproach to patients. I n the 

group therapists used a lot of confrontation , often needling 

patients in order to get them to express anger but positive feed

back wos seldom if ever given . No attenLion wus puid to the 

* therapeutic 
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devel opment of caring norms . The student was confronled with 

this by her supervisor btrt when she fed back criticism on this 

score to the other members of the team she found that they nere 

not receptive and she became very defensive about introducing a 

~orm of carjng herself. A feeling of ar,tagonism towards the 

sncial work staff and the University social work supervisor develop

ed in the team. 

In the following five meetings a let of ~mger 1-ms expressed 

towards staff. Some of this wan attached to reality issues. 

lot of the anger that is evoked in a therapeutic group is of course 

triqgered off by the basic conflicts with pa~ents and other authority 

figures ~ n the patients I past. If this a~ger is accepted w1d 

worked through in a caring atmosphE:re and with understanding by 

the therapists an emotional re-educat~onaJ. experience can be brought 

about . This did not occur. 

In the tenth meeting the group thema was an express5.on of a 

need for belonging and acceptance . 

In the fourteenth meeting the student ' s co-therapist was 

terminating, having co~pleted her period of duty as group therapist. 

The termination was again not worked through so termination anger 

was being expressed in a sideways manner and the latent them'3 that 

emerged was 'Mothers don 1 t care for us '. 

The new en-therapist had a very confronting style and started 

confronting patients in her first meeting. Again a lot of anger 

was being expressed against. staff by tho gi:oup . On a latent level 

the group appeared to be a grcup of slblings J.ookiny for the pnrent•

ing car·c tha t was not coming through to them. 
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The student felt more comfortable working with this second 

co-therapist and was beginning to model on her style . One of 

her l earning needs wa8, jn fact, to learn how to confront but in 

her supervisor's opinion this needed to be used wit h diagnostic 

awareness. 

In the seventeenth meeting the t heme centred around envy of 

the closeness of the therapists. By the eighteenth meeting the 

group members had also learnt the art of confronting so were 

Attacking one another and t~e theme that emerged was ' We don ' t 

even care about each other '. In the nineteenth meeting yet 

another co-therapist took over, showing no understending of group 

process or· of the fact that patients needed to build up trust 

in her. In the twenty-second meeting the student was terminating 

and the group members were still desperately testing out the 

therapis ts. In this meeting th~y rejected a statement that staff 

did in fact care for them. This wss surnm~d up in an angry re-• 

tort that the staff were paid to care for them. 

So in twenty-two meetings the group was still stuck on issues 

of trust with regard lo caring and had thus never reached a point 

of working on their problems in a way that could promote positive 

change. 

At this point the ~\lri ter felt it necessary to intervene and 

a meeting w~s arranged with the whole staff team of the thera

peutic milieu. The writer explain~d that she felt nothing of 

therapeutic benefit had occurred i n twenty-two group therapy 

sessions. She suggested that. some of the reasons for this were : -

a) that a non-cnring and rnthF:r punitive culture had developed 

in the ~~ilieu as a whole . 

* therc1peutic 
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b) that none of the therapists involved appea1:ed to have any 

understanding of group development or process except the 

st.udent under super-vision who had begun to develop nware

ness in this area. 

c) that the therapists used mainly confronting techniques 

without any diD.gnostic understanding or assessment of the::ir 

i nterventions. 

d) Thal, as a result of these three factors, no caring norms 

were created in the grour so insufficient trust was devel op

ed for cohesion to occur. 

e) that no staff planning, in which conscious goals for both 

the group and the individual mam~ers were thought through 

and 8rciculated , took place . 

f) that as staff had not beP-n trzincd to pick up the themes of 

group meetings lhere was no way of assessing progress. 

Analysj s of ti ,e student 1 s records was cited as evidence. 

lhe team was justifiably rather resenlfuJ of an outsider coming 

in to criticize an aspect of milieu functioning . It was to their 

credit that they were prepared to listen and ask for suggestions . 

A month later the. student onc9 again went into the group as a 

therapist. TI1c team had clearly taken ti,e issue of the need to 

create caring norms to heart. This one factor alone paid remark-

able di vidcnds and the group v1as able to 1-mrk through the initial 

i ssue of developing trust and to ~evelop periods of cohesion ln 

which surne .intensive and beneficial work was done by a number o f 

the group members . However, the writer slil] fell that t here 

W8S a pattern of w=,jng techniques without any dia~nostic under

standing . 
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In her role as supervisor of group therapy practice in the 

therapeutic milieus the writer has become increasingly aware that 

appropriate and successful intervention is dependent on sound 

diagnostic thinking, The following example' provides a graphic 

illustration of poor use of a technique much in vogue because of 

its dramatic qualities. 

A seventeen-year old boy S. attended his first session in the 

orientation group in one of the~ilieus . Both co-therapists A and 

B were students in trainir:,g. S. 1\las welcomed by A, who then asked 

the group to expl ain to S. the purpose of the group. He wa3 told 

that they were there to share their feelings and experiences with 

each other. He was asked if he would like to share something of 

himself with the group. He stated that he had been referred for 

drug abuse and that he had not been getting al ong with his father 

and had a lot of ange:i.· towards him. 

A short while l ater in the meeting , the topic of conversation 

was angry feelings. Two members who had been in the group for 

some time had been holding the fJ.oor on this issue . B., the 

second co-therapist, attempted to involve the rest of the group 

by stating that she 1>10ndered whether other group members got 2.ngry 

and hm, they dealt with their anger. . 

reported: 

In her process record 8. 

S. said that he is still angry with his father. In 
fact he feels like killing his father, throttling 
him to death. He said that he becomes physically 
violent when he is angry. He related incidents of 
how he throttleJ two children at school because they 
used to tease him by telling him he is noUiing , 
worthless, lazy . He also throttled his cousin who 
trec1ted him as nnothing in life. He 1-1ants to thrott l e 
his father and to watch him dying eventually. His 
father has treated him an nothing since his childhaod . (6) 

S. was then asked by A. if he would like to throttle h.:i.s father 

~· lhervpeulic 
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in the group. He agreed and A. fetched a cushion which he 

handed to S. \·1ho proceeded to kill his father symbolically . He 

was given positive feedback by the two therapists who told him 

that he had ' worked' well in group . It did not surprise the 

writer to hear that ·s . had assaulted a member of staff three weeks 

l ater . 

Al though A was not one of the writer 1 s students she was able 

to use this incident to teach the importance of diagnosis to the 

psychiatric social work students in a group supervision session. 

Without any background in formation it 1vas still clear that 

S . could not be diagnosed clinically as a neurotic with a great 

deal of repressed anger creating intrapsychic stress. He had no 

difficulty expressing his anger right from the st~rt of his thera

peutic experience nor did he manifest great anxiety or guilt about 

his anger. His difficulty lay in containing his anger anrl his 

habitual method of dealing with it was to act out violently. From 

~is evidence alone his nosological diagnosis was more appropriately 

placed in the category of character disorders. Therefore, an 

intervention technique designed to bring about carthasis through 

the expression of repressed anger, appropriate in dealing with a 

neurotic patient, was totally inappropriat~ in this case. 

In supervision discussion the students were also able to pick 

up that use of this technique was equally inappropriate for a 

patient in his orientation phase in the group . He had not yet 

learnt to conceptualize psychologically sc was more li~ely to see 

this technique as sanctioning his violent behaviour than as a means 

of releasing pent-up an(_]or. He sti 11 had to learn the group cul

ture that feelings need to be recognized ~•d accepled but that 
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maladapl~.i ve behaviourfl l modes of expressing these feelings need 

to be controlled and more adaptj ve patterns learnt. As a new 

member of the group his need was for the acceptance and approval \ 

of both therapists and his fello111 group members (siblings). The 

approval given by the therapists must have reinforced a conviction 

that violent response to anger was socially acceptable behaviour 

to an ev8n greater degree . 

This example highlights the hazar.ds of gaining a theoretic8.l 

beackground of technical skills but nc concomitant diagnostic 

understonding. 

Placing studcr.ls .in open groups that have no clear beginning 

or end phases expoRes them to group procssses at their most 

complex as this excerpt from a student's Final Evaluation report 

dernonst.rates. 

I moved into a group in two stages - termination 
feelings re M's (therapist) going and also G:s 
impending termination being worked thrOU£h; 
causing G and L to du some real work. Simul
taneously half the group was in an orient ntion 
stage and not being able to \10rk on the snrne 
phase, withdrew. 
In group two (i.e . the second meeting) there is 
active testing out and insecurity about being able 
to trust me and anger at all the changes. 0 and D 
both expressing suicidal feelings which is a very 
indirect way of expressing anger . There is also 
some scapego8ting of Sand L ond demands being macie 
on lhem to reveal themselves. G is feeling she is 
not good enough or well enough to leave. L feels 
\'le don't care so why should he reveal himself. If 
therapists CQred they would not leave the group nor 
would they discharge patients. At the end of the 
group Dis concerned that his hostile feelings may 
have hurt W (co-therapist) and he projects anger onto 
W, asking if the latter is angry with him . (7) 

This descrlplion or bl'O meetings emphasizes some of the complex-
. ,._. 
l 1.,les. Thus, O, D and S were all relatively new members . They 

were j n the orientation phose c1nd 1·1ere testing out the therapists 
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to see if they could trust them and if the therapists l'.ouJ.d be 

all-caring parenting figures . G and L were working on issues 

of termination ar.d separation . This calJ.ed for a variety of 

different interventi ve responses from the therapists, and a con

siderable degree of .diagnostic skill . 

As the group meetings in the therapeutic milieus are held 

four times a week , group development and movement take place so 

fast that it is difficult for trainees to sta:1d back from the 

experience in order to analyse what is happening and to modify 

intervenlion where needed . Thus, where there is little theoret-

ical background and no regular supervision dia9nostic assessme_nt 

becomes a lost art and incorrect interventive patterns can be 

perpetuated instead of corrected. 

These examples provide cogent evidence that the stress laid 

by writers, such as Johnson (1963), Yalom (1975) and Walton et al 

( 1971), on th':'! importance of i~ell-organized grnup psychotherapy 

training programmes which include inter alin close intensive super-

vision is 1·1ell founded. Ya] om, in particular, points out the 

folly of basing training programmes purely on an individual model 

and expecting students to somehow translate individual therapy 

training into gr·oup therapy skills. 

6 . The Need for Com~on Training 

The previous sect.ion provides evidence for tha need for some 

common training as well as improved training. M2ny of the di ff icuJ --

ties in the sessions outlined in the first example arose because 

of the co-the rapist s ' different outlooks and opinions with r egard 

to the way the group should be conducted. 
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The use of co-therapy is a debatable issue. In the writer's 

opinj on co--ttie.rapy can be extremel y effective if the two therapists 

have already developed skill in both diagnosis and intervention. 

They can split roles, one being provocative and the other supportive. 

They can switch these roles too. Combined support and confronta

tion can often overcome the resistance of patients to look at mal-

adaptive ways of behaving. To use this technique effect i veJ.y the 

therapists must be able to communicate with each oth~r from within 

a common theoretical framework and they should also be in tune with 

each other and sensitive to each other ' s responses and reactions. 

As Yalom (1975) says, co-therapists must be comfortable with each 

other . 

There are a number of positive factors attached to the use of 

co-therapists. As Johnson (1963) points out the anxiety level of 

a group therapist is at a much higher level thw, it is in other 

forms of therapy. A novice therapist 1 s anxiety can be contained 

if he/she goes into his/her first group therapy experience with an 

experienced co-therapist . He/she has the security of knowing 

that there is someone who can deal with issues and crises that he/ 

she, the novice, would not yet have the necessary skills to har1dle. 

It is very difficult for the beginning therapist to cope with 

hostile testing out, group anger, or massive group pressure ~ 1 & 

member to act in a harmful way. 

The experienced therapist al so provides a model for lhe learner 

therapist and con give useful feedba..;k to the learner after a 

session . 

In psychodynamic terms the group i s visualized as a r ecreation 
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of the primary group, i.e . the family. 

creates a more normal family setting . 

Having two therapists 

A male and female partner-

ship has decided advantages in this respect. 

Another point made by Johnson (1963) is that co-therapists can 

aid the group process by increasing the group interaction . 

There are many negative factors as well . Modelling is bene

ficial when the learner picks up skills from the experienced thera

pist but ir; negative \'then that therapist makes blunders that are 

not picked up in supervision or feedback sessions. These, then, 

can be internalized by the learner .as part of an acceptable reper

toire of interventions. i'lhen the more experienced thernpist is, 

in fact, r elatively inexperienced he/she is even more likely to 

mo:.:e rni::,takes . 

Yalom (1975) is of the opinion that the status differential 

caused by a l earner working with an experienced leader often results 

in tension and unclarity about the leadership role for both thera-

pists and patients. He elso points out that when co-leaders are 

uncomfortable with each other, are closed, competitive, in wide 

disagreement about style and strategy, there is little likelihood 

that their group can develop into an effective 1,wrking group . This 

is corroborated by the writer's evidente in the previous section. 

Splitting is a common group phenomenon occurring in groups 

led by co-therapists. Patients will attempt to split the thera-

pis ts in much the same 111ay they may have attempted to split their 

parents in childhood. Potients often seem to have a bui]t-in 

radar system 2nd are able to home in unerringly onto lherupists ' 

vulnerabilities. So they will soon pick up on tensions in the 
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relationships between therapists. This can become very destructive, 

can split groups and prevent cohesion from taking place. 

Difficulties in co-therapist relationships become magnified 

when the therapists stem from.different disciplines and there is 

no common supervision. The therapists come from a background of 

differing professional value systems and often different theoretical 

approaches. There is frequently conscious. or unconscious inter-

disciplinary competitiveness . 

The writer has found that in her supervisory sessions with 

students an inordinate amount of time and energy needs to be spent 

on difficulties caused by working with a co~therapist. She h~s 

also found that frequent changes of co-therapists have a disturbing 

end unsettling effect on students. Of course if a co-therapy 

relationship has been poor a change comes as a relief. The fact 

remains that an enormous amount of energy is spent on learning Lo 

work with and adapt to an assortment of co-therapists most of whom 

start off as an unknown quantity to the students. 

The writer feels strongly that, if trainees and gruup rnembars 

are to reap the benefits of co-therapy rather than become bogged 

down by the negative factors , some common training and supervision 

needs to be instituled . 



PART II 

An Analysis of Training Requirements 

fur Practitioners of Group Therapy 

in Therapeutic Milieus 



1, lNTRODUCTION 

In their chapter on training requirements for group pshyco

therapists \rial ton ct al ( 1971) specify three necessary components, 

viz.: -

a) Acquiring a system of theoretical knowledge about group 

processes . They suggest thc1.t this can be obtained th-::-ci:.qh 

lectures, seminars, reading, group discussion, and observa

tion of more experienced colleagues ~t work . 

b) Actually carrying out the activity, in other wo~ds, in order 

to learn how to conduct a group the trajnee must actually 

conduct a group. 

c) Close and regular supervision . 

Th~•also suggest that the experience of being oneself a 

patient in a therapeutic group is a useful training adjunct. This 

writer feels that being a member of an experiential group is 

sufficiently important for attendance of an . experiential group to 

be accepted as a fourth essential training requirement. She 

feels that the bc1sic requirement of any therapeut.i.c endeavour is 

the use of relationship, in other words, before any attention is 

paid to the development of R complex host of techniques and inter

ventive skills it is important to consider tho therapist's capacity 

to establish warm, caring relationships ~,ith patients . As Yalom 

says: 

Underlying all considerations of technique there must 
be a consistent positive relationship between ther a
pist and patient. The basic posture of tho theraµist 
to his patient must be one of concern, acccptnnce, 
genuineness , ,mc.J cmpothy . Nothir)(J , no techn i.c.:ol 
consideration takes precedence over this . (8) 
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In other words, tho thcrapict ' s bosic tool i s his/her own 

self. It might appear from thjs , that the most vital factor of 

successful therapy is a built-in given viz. a t hero.peutic personal

i ty . To a certajn extent this is correct . However , any super

visor l'lill point to evidence t hat relationship skills can be 

developed during training . These skills are acquired t hrough 

the developffient of theoreti al constructs that hel p the trainee 

understand the patient and his functioning ; through p1.·nct ic:e and 

supervisior. . However , to develop use of sel f to its maximum 

potenlial therapists must develop as much self-awareness as 

possible, i . e . acquire a degree of understanding of t heir own 

personality and habitual behaviour patterns. This is, of course, 

why individual psychotherapy is either a requirement er a recom

mendation for all trainee therapists. For group therapists 

attending an experiential group helps developments not only of 

intrapsychic insight, but of insight into their habitual patterns 

of relating to other people and their :.:-e8ctions and responses to 

group processes . In addition experiencing the impact of group 

forces as members of a group rather than as leaders helps them 

develop their capaci ty to react with empathy to their own patients . 

This writer 1·1ill, therefore, consider training requirements 

for the practice cf group therapy in the therapeutic milieus in 

t erms of four components, viz . 1) A theoretical foundation ; 

2) Attending an Experiential Group ; 3) Practice of Croup Therapy ; 

-ti) Supervision. 

2 . ,'\ Th:--orcU cal Founrfation 

In l his section the writer will outline the theoretical 
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foundation which she feels should form the basis of the theory course 

on group therapy in the Clinical Social Work Master ' s degree programme. 

She will propose that this outline serve as a basis for considera-

tion and critical evaluation of all the psychiatric disciplines 

with a view to formulating a common theoretical training programme 

in group therapy. 

A. The Psycho-Social Model 

The overall theoretical model proposed by the writer is a 

psycho-social one . The psycho-social model which has grown out 

of the professional practice of social wor k was originally formu

l ated by F. Hollis in her book CBsework - A_Psvchosocial Therapy 

published in 1964. This model could in fact .provide guidelines 

for an overall theor etical framework for treatment planning and 

implementation in the therapeutic milieu functioning as a whole. 

The psychosocial model has drawn on and integrated both the psycho

analytic and systems models which wer-e n1entj oned .by Dr l(ernbcrg 

as the bnsis for therapeutic milieu functic,ning and whicr. m·e 

used torlay in the therapeutic milieu placements . 

The Psychosocial model is seen as 

an open system of thought, evolving and chgnging 
as new knowledge and demonstrations of practice 
modify or enrich earlier formulations. (9) 

When the focus is on work with groups the model draws its 

theoretical strands from psychoanalytically oriented ego psychology, 

developrncntnl theory which originated from the work of Erikson and 

Piaget; social systems theory, role tbeory , communication theory, 

behaviour modi fic::ition nnd t1bove all , smnll gro\Jp theory. 
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Northcn in Roberts and Northen (1976) sees the goals of soci al 

groupwork as lying within the realm of ~,hanced psychosocial 

functioning. 

Psychosocial functioning is concerned with the 
complex gestalt of e~otion , cognition and 
action , motivated by both conscious and un
conscious forces in the per sonalities and 
the persons involved and the resulting 
patterns of relationships hetween people in 
defined situations. It may be desirab le 
to increase the adaptive skil!s of the ego, 
to imprnve the functioning of the system in 
which the dj_ fficulty lies or frequent] y both. 
The hoped for change.may be in the individual's 
attitudes, emotions and behaviour, in the 
group structure or process, in the environ
mental situation or most commonly in the inter-
actions involving person-group situation . 
Thus the integrating idea is the dynami c inter
play between person, grou~ a~d situation. (10) 

It is of course important to distinguish between social group-

work and yroup therapy. The parameters of group therapy are 

much narrower than those of social groupwork which covers a 

broader spectr~n of group activity and methods of running groups . 

Nevertheless : the 1,1eal th of li teratur-e and practice wisdom that 

stern from the field or social groupwork can offer a great deal 

that can be of benefit to lhe trainee gr oup therapist. 

B. The Remedial Model 

A number of social groupwork practice models have been identi

fied over the past two decades . Papell & Rothman ( 196 6) were the 

pioneers in this field. Although none of the models are 

sufficiently comprehensive to stand as distinct theoretical 

entities they provide useful conceptual frameworks for t he analysis 

of practice , nnd, ther0forc, a useful stnrting point i n a theory 

cou:rse . T.,.10 of Papel.l & Rothman' s models are of interest, viz . • 
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the Reciprocal or Mediating model. and the Remedial ~odel (some-

times referred to as the Treatment Model). The former is useful 

for any work in which systems theory is used as it conceptualizes 

the function of the worker as a mediator between systems and sub-

systems. This model is of interest for work in the thera~eutic 

milieus as a whole . However, as the .focus of this paper is on 

training for the group therapy component. only, the Remedial model 

is the rP.levant model to outline. 

As group therapy is a treatment process it falls into the 

orbit of this model which is a clinical model focussed on 'helping 

the m8lperforming individual achieve a .more desirable state of 

social functioning 1 <11 > 

The group is viewed as a tool for the treatment of the 

individual and stress is laid on the formulation of diagnostic 

goals for each individual member by the worker . These individual 

goals supersede group goals. Thus Pepell and Rothman state: 

Changes in group structure and group process ara 
the means to the end goal of individual change 
. .•.•. Processes within the group ~hich help 
members to help each other are given recognition 
in this model but the limit of the self help plan 
is contained within the boundaries of the diagnostic 
plan. (12) 

They view the role of the worker as 

a change agent ...• sequentially phasing his 
activities in the tradition of study, diagnosis 
and treatment ••••• He is characteristically 
directive and assumes a position of clinical 
prc-emjnence and authority. (13) 

They see the central and most powerful concept as the treat-

ment gocd. Specific gonls must be established for each indivi-

dunl member and group purposes are defined so that they are 
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consistent with these individual goals. The worker thus helps 

t he group develop a system of norms and values which ure in 

accord \1/ith the tre.:ilrnent goo.ls which he has forn;•Jlaled . Ideally 

treatment goals will be formulated together 1-1ith group members but 

this is not always the case . 

Churchill in Glasser , Sarri & Vinter (1974) points out that 

there are two major sets. of theoretical and empirical knu1-1ledge 

incorporated in thjs mode, viz : -

a) conceptualization of an individual and of individual 

behavioural change 

b ) conccptualizotion of group processes and group structures . 

The study of indivioual dyr.amics and behaviour is a separate 

course in its own right in any clinical training programme . It 

is assu;r-ed; therefore, that Lhis need not be duplicc:1ted in a 

grcur therapy course. However, in her chapter on Psychosocial 

Prac Lice in Small Groups in Theories of Social \·/ark •·1i th Groups 

edited by Roberts & Northen (1979), Northen provides an excellent 

psychosocial definition of the individual which the writer feels 

should provide th8 base for viewing the individual within the 

framework of groupwork and group therapy practice . 

The person is regarded as a constantly developing 
being in necessary and significant interoction 
with others . He is a biopsychC'social entity - a 
whole person and he is also a component of a network 
of social systems . His behaviour is purposive and 
motivated by both conscious and unconscious forces. 
His attitudes and behaviour are understood in terms 
of his unjque attrJbuteo , hjs jdiosyncratlc percep
tions of self, others and situations and the particu
l ar mewnjn9s thot experiences 11:-ivc for him o:::; these 
are evidenced jn ~rccific situation. (14) 
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C. Group Dynamics nnd Proccsse_~ 

Concepluolizing and understanding both group processes and 

group dynam.ics is un essential fenLur e of a cour se on group 

therapy . 

The term group dynamics has been used i n a variety of ~ays 

and js often used interchangeably wi t h tho term group processes. 

Douglno (1979) points out thnt the essential feature is that group 

dynamics is the study of groups as entities existing in their own 

right:. As he comments , group dynamics is a complex multi-

dimensional study . Such study is clearly beyond the scope of 

e shoit group therapy course . However, it ls important to 

conceptu8lizc Lhe group as an enlity existing in i ts own righL 

nncl to have an understanding of some of the processes i nvolvGd . 

Douglas jn his book ~roup Processes jn Social Work - A 

Theoretical Syr;thesis (1979), h'1s provided t.he rncst. comprehensive 

analysjs of group pror.esses to date . Processes are seen ao the 

dynamic and distinctlvc properties of a group. I-le has classified 

gcoup processes as follows : 

r . 
Category I Basjc 

Category 2 Structurnl 

Category 3 locomotive 

Category 4 Molar 

INTERACTION 

Group development 
Socia] Stro...1cture 
Subgroup formation 

Purpose and goal 
formatlori 

Decision making 

Norms,standards, 
values 

1 

Cohesion I 
Group f•ressurc 

i n fluence 
Cl imate I 

·----------·~ 
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INTERACT] ON is absolutely fundnmental in that 
without it no grou~ or process exists. Thus 
INTERAClJON is an ~tlegral part , i . e . a 
generative factor in 611 the other ldentified 
processes . (15) 

He sees the structural processes as instrumental in effecting 

change in the group which is regarded as a discrete entity or as 

a system. The locomotive processes are those factors which 

create and ' move' a group towards its operational ends so are 

in a uense directly and indirectly concerned with outcomes . 

Molar processes are seen as containing large el ements of emotional 

response and are not structural but affect structural processes , 

interaction and locomotion in a variety of ways. 

a) Group Develcpment 

In this writer's opinion one of lhe most i~port~1t concepts 

is that of Group develop1;,ent. Sarri and Galins!<y (1974) define 

group development as ' changes through time in the internal 

( 16) 
structures, processes and culture of the group'. They 

point out that practitioners who seek systematic control of and 

change in group conditions to attain treatment goals need to 

unders t and what group development is. The wrjter finds tho 

Life Cycle Model of group development postulated by Northen (1969) 

most useful for diagnostic understanding of group development. 

Johnson ( 1963) and Yalom (1975) use a simplified version of this 

model. 

The phases or stages conceptu,.d ized tire simple, easiJ y under

stood and recognized. 

Northan (1969) 011tUncd the follo•t1ing five slages of group 

development:- 1) Plnnning and Int~kc; 2) Orientation St8gc; 
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3) Exploriny and Testing the Group; 4) The Group as a Problem

solving mediu~; 5) lhe Termlnation Stage. 

J ohnson (196:5) only talks of three stages . Stage one is seen as 

the formation of a working relationship. . This sta9P- is the 

equivalent or Northen ' s orienlation stage . Stage two is seen 

as a LransiLional phase that is characterized by lite group 

members' ventilation and recognition of hostile feelin:;s to the 

group therapist and the development of the group idenlity . This 

is Lhe equivalent or Northen's testing out phase . Stage lhree 

is defined as the period of group mutual analysis and is the 

equivalent or Northern ' s fourth stage . 

Planning and Intake. Under this rubric the clinic3l socia] \'/ark 

stuJcnts nec)d to study the issues of selectjon criteria, group 

composition ond contracting with group members prior to the 

start of the group . This study should c~1sist, by ru1d lar9e 1 

of revisi on os these issues are covered in undergroduata training. 

Ho\'/ever, selection for grc~p therapy requires on understo.r:d..i.ng of 

clinicol i ssues wit~ regard to working with neurotics, psycl1otics 

and personality disorders . In thjs resr,ect the Bt.udents can be 

expected to consult inter alia the work of Slavson (1943), 

Johnnon (1963) and Yalom (1975) . Johnson 1 s chapter on use of 

the Group Contract in group therapy is also recommended. 

These issues are not really applicable to any great extent 

in the therapeutic milieus . Hmtevcr, some knowledge. of selection 

criteria would seem important . The literature abounds with 

contradictions with rcgnrd to se]cction cd teri~. For thcra-

pculic milieu purro~ea exclu;ion critcri~ seem more pertinent 
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than those for inclusion. Yalcm 1 s (1975) ch~pler on The Selection 

of Patients is suitable reading in this resp~ct . 

The literature does however provide evirlence that within 

several s t ages of the lire cycle differ ences i n age influence 

group participation, This is obviously more important in child-

hood and adolescence than in adulthood. Johnson (1963) believes 

an adult group can contain an ege range of between 21 and 50 

years . ror adolescent groups however there should be a far 

narrav,er ,11Je rz.nge. Students are referred to .Berkovitz ' s book 

Adolescents Grow in Groups (1972) if they are to run adolescent 

gro•1ps. Placing adolescents and adults in the same group is 

contraindicated . 

Orientation. The initial phase of Bny group is almost always 

character lzed by ar,xiety and nmbi valence tm·mrc.ls the unkno\1/n 

situation . There is dependency mi the leader who is the centr&l 

focal point and the group is preoccupied with issues of acceptance 

and approval. As Johnson (1963) states 

Nearly every member enters the group with the 
hop3 that tile therapist. will like him (or her) 
best and provide some type of magic3l solution 
for his problems. He is not concerned with 
the other membars of the group. (17) 

In this stage issues of trust are prevalent. Until trust 

develops members cannot participate in interdGpendent relation-

ships with others . It can thus be seen, that at this stage , 

the worker needs to help the group begin to bond by using 

support.ive techniques , helping the group clarjfy the purpose of 

the group ond by developing caring norms . 
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Orjentation phases occur even in open groups when there is a 

change of therapists and when nev" members enter the group. 

Exploring and Te3ting the Group . Yalom (1972) describes the 

preoccupation with dominance , control and po~,er in t his phase . 

Thus, characteristic conflict is between members or beb-Jeen 

members a:id leader . The emergence of hostility towards t he 

therapist is an inevitable occurrence ir~ th8 life sequence cf 

t he group. It arises largely out of the group members ' unreal istic 

expectatians of the leader and the gradual recognition that they will 

not be the best beloved child of the therupist. This is not a 

clearly conscious process nor in il constenl across groups in 

form or degree . Degree of hostility and the form it will take 

is greatly influenced by the behaviour and personality of the 

therapist. 

It is very i mportant for trainee therapists to recognize and 

underst and lhis stage as it can often be difficult and unpleasant 

to live through . If this hostility is suppressed either 

consciously or unconsciously group development is retarded. The 

trainee therapist needs to recognize, acknmdedge and accept 

the hostility . 

Northm1 (1969) pojnts out that there nre positive aspects to 

thin stage too. 

These i11clude exploration of the interpersonal 
potential in the group, ~1orking toward cmotion3l 
integrction, c:::-eating exchange, or a period of 
organization. As conflicts are resolved , the 
satisfactirn1 of the members is ~,hanced and the 
members are freed to work to~1et.her on other 
prob) ems which f1ffthcr the group I s transition 
fr1to the next s L81Je . ('lt1) 
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The \forking Phase . This stage is characterized by cohesiveness . 

A group i n wbich members accept and are inter
dependent on others has emerged . This ntage 
is chRracterlzed by the interdpendence uf the 
members in sustflined work on problems in per
sonal and social functioning which are related 
to lhe goals of the members . (19) 

ln lhis phase the therapist will use interventive techniques 

that. help push the patients towards change and growth . 

Of cou:cse conflict continues to be present and serves as a 

dynamic For change . 

W. Schutz's (1958) Recurrent Cycle Model is another model 

that is helpful in l ooking at this stcge in more detail . He 

postulates that groups tend to reqress especially in times of 

crisis and that there are various focal issues to 1·1hich the group 

relurns again and again, each time at a llighc!: leveJ . 

Thus the stages of develo?~ent are not clear cut . Testing 

out certainly continues and re-occurs at intervals. ~evertheless 

developmental models retain the belief that the group grows out of 

each stage in sequence . 

If interventive techniques are used that are inappropriate 

to the stage of the group they are likely to be ineffective. 

Termination. Although this staye is not menlioned as such by 

Johnson (1963) and Yalom (1975) this writer feels that reeognitiori 

of the characteristics of this final stage is absolutely ess~ntia) 

and that appropriate handling of terminaticn is of the utmost 

importance . The process of termination reacti v2ten all the 

past unrcsol vcd sep::irution con fl.ictn in group members . ThroucJ1 
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learning about and i10rkin9 through termination in the group they 

cnn start: coming to terms with the painful and difficult. issue 

of separation. The impact of termination is of course seen at 

its most dramatic and powerful when the group as a whol e is 

terminating . But it is still evident i11 open groups when thera-

pists and members leave the group even if on.ly to move on to the 

next group. 

In the writer 1 s opinion \~. Schwartz gives one of the best 

descriptions of the ph;:ises of the termination stage i n his 

chapter jn Hober.ts and Nod.hen (1976). 

There is an evasive peric,d in which the prospect-. of 
ending lhe grcup is ignored or denied . There is a 
sullen angry stage in which the worker flnds himself 
back in the beginning aspects of the relationship , 
resisted and suspected. There is a period of mourn
ing in 1o1hic h the members c:ire close to their complex 
feelings about the worker and the others in the group 
and are capable of intensive work on the meaning to 
them of the experience. Finally if there is time 
and skill in dealing with the mourning period, there 
is a kind of graduatio11 effect - the fl!ture is 
regarded wil:11 optimism, there is a tendency to reject 
the worker and there is considerable rehearsing for 
new stages of experience. (20) 

It is very important to help group members look at and ae;cept the 

fee.lings associated with termination. This is not, however, 

enough. Termination should form part. of the se.rious 11ot'k of the 

gr-oup. They need to look at whal is happening to them and 

learn from thls and they should use this fi~al stage as an 

opportunity to articulate gains that have been made and gco]s 

for the future . 

b.) Psychounalytic con~ts of qrouD dynamics 

As the *milieus opetrile 1•1ithj n a psychodynrnnic frarn8work it 

-x, therupeutic 
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is also important to look at some of the crn1cepts of group 

dynamics that stc-,)m from psychoanaJ.yb.c theorists . 

Bion (1961) was the leading exponent in this field . His influence 

has been considerable in terms of his method of viewing the group 

as a \'l'hole and his attempts to understand the unconscious forces 

influencing the group . His concepts are not easy to grasp so 

tha writer would not include his book as a basic prescribed text. 

However, it should be recorrmended as additional reading in a 

course on group therapy, and students should be made aware of 

his two most important conccp ts, viz j ) the ~-wrldng group and 

ii) basic assumptions. 

( i) _I_tie \forking Group. 1-:C sees the primary task of the group 

as the exploration of its own intragroup tensions. He considers 

that there are always attempts by the group members to provide 

structure in tl1e group in order to hold the group to a 1·ationa.l 

level of behaviour which is suitabl e to fulfilling the conscious 

aims of individuals . Thus in the work group there should be 8 

common purpose; common recognition by members of the grou;:,'s 

boundaries and its position and function in relation to olher 

groups ; capacity to absorb new members and to lose members ; 

recognition of the value of a subgroup to the main group but also 

that internaJ. subgroups should not have rigid boundaries; a 

capacity to face discontc:.t \'li thin the group and have a means 

Ever rnem~"ler of t~e group should be valustl for 

his conti·ibution to the group and should have free movement 

within it. 

il) (lnsic J\ssu:i;ptim:s . 8lon pcstul3Lcs that there arc tiracs 

when a qroup docs not pursue its primary task . At these tlrncs 

it appc3rs to be dominated by massive emotional states \'lhich 
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result in behaviour that is incompatible with its primary task . 

He postulates that there are three basic recurring emotional 

stYtes, all centering around the issue of l eadership in a group. 

In eoch of these states members act as if they shared some 

common belie f from which their emotion stems. These s t ates 

need not be conscious to the group . 

basic assumptions . 

Bion refers ta them as 

i) The first basic assumption concerns dependence . The 

group acts as if it needs to preserve itself by obtaining 

support from the professional leader. The members 

attempt to coax or coerce lhe leader into providing 

guidance. The prbvalent feelings in the group are 

helolessness and/or awe. 

j i) The second basic assui,1ption concerns pairing. The group 

acts as if it neerls to preserve itself by finding strength 

in a nm,; J eader . Pairing of mehbers occurs . The group 

hopefully nnticipates the emergence of a ne\·/ leader from 

this pairing . 

iii) The thh·d basic assumption cer.1te rs around fight/flight. 

The group acts as jf it needs to preserve iLs0lf in the 

face of some d:,mger and that this can on.i.y be done by 

fighting or running away . There is a searr:h for a 

leader 11ho 1\lill lead the group into fight or flight. The 

prevalent feelings are aggressiveness , hostility and fear. 

The therapist will become aware of basic assun~tion behaviour 

1,1hen h~/shP. o:.rnerves beh,wjour that seems illogical ~nd dis-

connected as if the group needs to act in one of the three 
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Bion does not hypothesize any stages of group development. 

G. Bach, who developed a more elaborate system of group develop

ment than the one presented in this paper is quoted by Foulkes 

and Anthony (1972) as suggesting that Bion ' s 'basic assumptiona' 

and 'work' groups might fit into his developmental scheme if 

'one could imagine the ' assu~ptiono ' . evolving steadily from 

1(21) dependency, through pairing and fighting and fleeing to work . 

This v1riter prefers the concepts used by Foulkes and Anthony 

(1972) to delineate ccnscious and unconscious forces within a 

group. They refer to manifest and latent levels. Mani fest 

content would be the conscious content of group discussion . On 

the latent level the group may be seen as a recreation of the 

primary family group . Thus multiple transference reactions will 

occur between group members and leaders and members and members 

and these result in the latent processes of group functioning. 

Foulkes and Anthony postulate that four basjc conflicts are 

played out in group psychotherapy, viz. conflicts ove~ conformity, 

auf:hor i ty, dependency and change . 

They see all these conflicts as different aspects of an overall 

conflict over dominance in the basic sense of the parents 1 

dominance over thR child. This is the primary conflict of man 

as a group ani~al. 

i) Conformity . Foulkes and Anthony state thot the individual 

in any group must behave himself according to the standards 

impused by lhe group . Hc1,1evcr, in every person the:re rem.::d ns 

a narcissistic, egocentric core - lhe ' self'. Conflict occurs 
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behien the need of Urn self to expr.-ess i ndividuality and t he need 

lo conform to the r.orms of the yroup . 

ij) Aulhori tx_. The second conflict t heme concerns rc3ctions 

t o authority ru1d authority figures . Conflicts in this area 

are played out from the beginning stages of the group within 

l he group members ' relationships with t he therapist . Feelings 

for tho therapj st, as for the father in the past, are 2.mbi v::1len t 

- good feelings and love being countcrbalcinced by hostility . 

iii) DepcndPn~y. The thj rci conflict theme centers around t he 

problem of dependency. As Foulkes anrl Anthony point out group 

development is simil.:ir in many respects to child developr11ent . 

As the pnrent needs to guide the child towards increasingly 

8Utonon~us functioning so dncs the group Lherapist. 

The child is expcct..cci to mature beyond his childish 
belief in Lhe omnipo,~enl parent. He mu!~t leurn to 
stand on his 01·m two feet and dlg in hit> o,;m ten 
toes when the need arises . He should not eventually 
wish lo dominate or be dominated , crawl before 
authcrity or remain everlastingly rasentful and 
rebellious towards it . (22) 

Developmentally the form of the dependency confljct varies with 

the age or the individual from the stage or intra-uterine depend

ency , thruugh tile stages of breast ~lependcr.cy and parent deµend-

ency. lhe classic conflict Letween the needs for dependency 

tind the needs for independency is wc1ged in the adolescrmt develop -

mental stage . It is usually the picture of this conflict theme 

lhal is seen in a psychotherapeutic group . But Foulkes and 

Anthony belic\le Lhal all seemingl y adult conflicts c..1bout depend-

ency arc reacllvntion~ of inf~ntile ones. 

iv.) The fourlh conflict is Lhe conflict over change. Chan(Jc 
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gest· that one of the c l assic resistances of any patient or group 

is t he resistance to change either in themselves or their environ

ment, .in other wor.ds a patient ' s wish for help is ambivalent and 

to a l arge degree he/she comes not to be changed but to be 

approved of. W.ithin the group there will, therefore, be resist

ance to all group changes; members and therapists leaving, new 

members coming, changing seats or ti mes of meetings and above all 

any group develop•n13nts into new and unfamiliar psychological 

territory . It is 1 therefore, ver y important for the therapists 

and group ~embers to be able to observe signs of change. Real 

change is not overtly dramatic but occurs in terms of small 

inner changes . 

Foulks and Anthony do not feel that clear cul stages of group 

development exist but suggest that characteristic themes center

ing around these four conflicts develop temporarily in a grouµ 

in the form of m::mi fest and latent movemeni:.s. 

This 1\lri ter feels that these formulaU ons can be used in 

conjunction with the life cycle n1odel of group development that 

has been outlined . They cert3inly fit ir1to Schulz 1 s conceptuali

zation of focal issues to •.oJhich the group returns, each lirr,e at a 

higher level. Schutz ' s Rect..:rrent Cycle model can be subsumed ir, to 

the Life Cycle Model . 

The pre:::cding three subsections provide , what the wrj. tcr 

considers are the basic conceptual tools for diagnosis and treat

men t /intervention planning in therapy groups . 
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D. Diagnostic Assessment 

I mplicj.t in both t he psychosocial and remedial model s is the 

need for diagnostic assessment. Intervention is seen as purpose-

ful. In any form of therapy there must be a diagnostic e,.1aluation 

and planning with regard t o goals and met hod of treatment . In 

group therapy diagnostic assessment must embr ace both the 

individual patient and the group processes. 

Diagnosis of individual patients in the therapeutic milieu 

is formulated in terms of the medical model . When each patient 

i s admitted a full psychiatrict history is taken and a psycho-

dynamic formulation and clinical diagnosis is made. The clinical 

diagnosis is a nosological diagnosis based on either the D.S . t-1 . 

or I.C . D. classification systems . Students learn hm,1 to take 

a history and make a diagnosis in their Psychiatr·y course . 

Nosolcgical ~iagnosis is not very helpful in intervention plannin; 

.in group therapy. Ho1vever if the broad categories of neurosis, 

psychosis and personality disorders are understood in psycho

dynamic terms use of these labels does .provide broad guidelines 

as to the type of interventive planning required. In order to 

visualize the individual diagnostically in psychodynamic terms 

t his nriter finds the diagram taught to her by Dr. Jim Stricklin 

very helpful, so always uses it i n her teaching and supervison. 

(See Figure I) . 
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Pust Environmental ·-......._ 

~-----
Current environ•• _y -
mentaJ stresses ( 

I~--~) Ego t------~ 

(Motivational \ / 
Force) / 

"'+l~~y1 
Use of Defence 
Mechanism 

Figure I 

Superego 

Behaviour 
Symp to1r.,1t ic 
or Acting out 
behaviour 

The Id is the force that propels the individual ir.lo action 

(cehavj_our). Thjs force is processed en route by the [CJu . 

The Ego has to contend 1•1ith three major forces imp;_nging on it: 

viz. the Id, the Supcrego 1 and environmentnl stresses (both past 

and present). The resultant behaviour is dependent on the 

strength of th8se three forces and the Ego ' s m·m strength or 

capacity to deal with them . 

In the neunotic, repression is used to deal with the Id 

forces and th~ i1,1malure Ego needs a further bc1tter.y of defence 

mechnnisms to maintain repression. The neurotic aJso hns a 

punitive Superego . These ;,mrririg forces result in intrapsychic 

confJ ict ond 1•1h0n this hcr.omcs too rir8nt for the El.Jo to h::indJ.e 

symptomatic bchnviour occurs . 
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the Ego is so fragile it sometimes shatters and is unable to 

control the force of the Id impulses from breaking through. 

In the personality disorders (other than the Anankastic 

personality) the Ego is immature and the patient exhibits be

haviour which is impulsive , i . e. there is poor control cf Id 

impu]ses , and the personality is relatively guilt-free. This 

leads to conflicts in interaction with other people (environ

mental forces) rat.her than to int:rapsychic conflict. 

Different patterns of therapeutic intervcn tion are thus 

needed. For patients suffering from neurotic disorders relief 

from intrapsychic conflict may be obtained from the release of 

repressed affcr.t and from gaining insight into past conflicts 

and defensive patterns. As psychotic conditions are character-

ized by a very high anxiety level snd very fragile Ego function

ing techniques to increase repression of instinctual material 

and for the building up of adaptive defence mechanisms would be 

considered. As Otto Pollak (1968) points out dealing with 

personality disordered patients calls for the use of very differ

ent types of intervention planning and technjques than those used 

for naurotic patients. This type of personality needs binding 

instec:d of liberation, restriction of behaviour in place of 

maladaptive spontaneity, motivation to interact with others in 

a giving rather than exploiting way . 

For more personalized diagnosis and intervent ion planning 

the psychodynomic diagnostic formulntion is likely tn be of 

greater hel p. 
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The writer also finds Stricklin's (1974) work of use in 

diagnostic forinulation . He formulated a developmental, dynamic , 

diagnostic statement which comprises five areas of diagnostic 

significance:- Organic factors; Intellectual/Cognitive factors; 

Basic Personality; Current Ego Functioning, Environmental Factors 

both past and present. (For further details of these areas see 

Appendix I). 

The Basic Personality comprises the habitual modes of behav

ing and responding. If these are .maladaptive personality dis-

order resuJts . In Current Ego Functioning focus is on how the 

individual is reacting to the stress or problem at the present 

time. In this area the diagnostician will consider inler alia: 

use of consciousness ; impulse control ; ability to perceive 

reality, awareness of self and of actions; current relation

ships; motivation; use of defence mechanisms . Neurotic and 

psychotic cor.ditions fall into the category of Current Egn 

Functioning. 

It is particularJy important for students to understand the 

factors involved in these two categories of basic personality and 

current ego functioning. Diagnostic assessment should be an 

ongoing process and students need to learn to diagnose from 

o~servation of the interaction and communication of patients in 

the group. They should be able to pick up both habitual modes 

of responding and current ego functioning in this way. 

Diagnosis in terms of group development and group processes 

should al so be an ongoing process. The students need to le0rn 

to reco9nize the stages of group development (even when ~mre are 

elements of a number of different stages in one particular 
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session) and group processes such as flight, subgrouping and scape

goating. The most important tool in this diagnostic assessment 

is the recognition of group themes . These themes may be both 

manifes t or latent. There may be one or a number of themes 

i n each group session . Some cf these themes are sho~t-livbd 

but others thread their way throughout all the sessions ond re

occur wi th ever deeper meaning. 

Johnson (196)) states that it is very important that the 

ther.c1pist be in control of the group . He points out that this 

is not dcne by taking over the group and discussing a subject or 

providing a lecture . It is done by the understanding of group 

dynan1i cs through recognition of the theme of the meeting . When 

this occurs the therapist is able to direct the group by helping 

members explore this theme. When a therapist is unable to pick 

up the theme the group flounders and jumping from topic tc topic 

occurs. 

Skill in inu;iediate diagnosis of process and behaviour dud ng 

a group session is a skill that can only be developed through 

actual pract:i.ce . As there are a multitude of stimuli in any ona 

group meeting on the spot diagnosis is insufficient. Diagnostic 

assessment, formulation cf individual and group goals and overall 

intervention planning needs to be done by the therapists befora 

or after actual group meetings. Initially this is done with 

supervisory help and then autonomously through discussio:1 in 

staff meetings and word rounds . 

Jn the theory course students need to g::iin a knowledge and 

undr.rstRnding of the tools of diagnosis . Application skills 

are th~1 learned in practice and through supervision . 
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[. The Role and Techniques of the Ther.apist 

In the research inquiry into encoun ter group experience 

undertaken by Lieberman, YaJ.om and Miles in 1973, a major intent 

was t o investigate the effect of leader technique upon outcome. 

They thLrs employed expert. leaders from several ideological schools 

to run the groups in their study . They found that the ideological 

school to which lhe leader belonged told them little about the 

actual behaviour of the leader. Nevertheless, the effectiveness 

of the group was, in a large pArt, a function of the leader ' s 

behaviour . 

As a result they undertook a factor analysis of a large 

number of leader behaviour variables . :his resulted in the 

formulation of four basic leadership functions. 

1) Emotional Stimulation (challenging, confronting 
activity;iritrusive 111odallin(J by personal risk
taking and high self-disclosure) . 

2) Caring (offer.ing support~ affection , praise, 
prot.e~tion, w21mth, acceptance , genuineness : 
concern). 

3) MeRning Attribution (explaining, clerifying, 
interprE:Lng, providing a cognitive fr2mev1ork 
for chGt19e; tr<1nsl:Jting fe-:.ilings and experiences 
into ideas) . 

4) Exerulive Function (setting limits, rules , norms, 
goals, managing time; pacing: stopp.inCJ, inter-
ceding, suggesting procedures). (23) 

Lieberman et al found that these four functions have a clear 

and striking r el ationship to outcome ns follows : 

Corinq and Menning AttribuU.or~ hove n lincBr 
r elationshiµ to posllive ouLcorne . The higher 
the carinq 8nd tha higher the ~uoninq a t tri 
bution, the higher Lho po~;i. ti vc 0Lrcco1r.l~ . 
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The other twu functions, Emotional Stimulation 
and Executive Function , have a curvilinear-
relationship to outcome - the rule of the golden 
mean : too much o~ toa little cf the leader 
behaviours results in lower positive outcome. (24) 

The conclusion reached was that the most successful leader was 

one high in caring and meanjng atlribution but, although both 

these variables were critic al , nei tiler slone \'tas sufficient to 

ensure success . Thus the leader also needed to displa~ a moder□te 

amount of emotional stim0lation and executive function ss well. 

These four factors should form the four parameters within 

which the trair1ee therapist learns to visualize his role (how he 

must be in the group) and develop his techniques (\•!hat he must 

do in the group) . 

The writer sees the development of the student in terrr.s of 

three interlocking phases,viz . the development of relationship 

skills (these center arow1d how he/she must be in the group); 

the development of skills in diagnosis, goal setting and inter

vention planning (discussed in the previous section) and finally 

development of intervention strategies and techniques (v!liat he 

must do in the group). In the final instance he develops his 

own personal style . 

It is well known from the literature that most group thera

pists d8velap their mm style whi.ch is not dependent upon the 

ideological framework •flithin which they_ are tra1ned . Trainee 

therapists can nevertheless benefit and learn a great deal from 

the theoretical end practice wisdom of experts . This is fou,,d 

in a number or excellc,,nt tcxls on the pr:Jct.ic1} of group therapy . 
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As group therapists in the therapeutic milieus operate within 

a medical model with an overall psychodynarnic framework, they 

need to develop an operational style that is congruent with this. 

With this in mind the writer selected three. basic t exts for 

the study and the role and techniques of the therapist in her 

group therapy course, for the Clinical Social Work Master's 

programme, viz. 

a) S.H . Foulkes and E.J . Anthony - Group Psychotherapy -
the Psychoanalytic Approach 

b) J. Johnson - Group .Therapy (he uses what he call3 an 
Adaptional Model or Approach) 

c) I. Yalom - The Theory and Practice of Group Psycho
therapy (he uses an Int~ractional Model 
or Approach). 

All these texts denl mainly with work with adult patients. As 

the therapeutic milieu patients are adults or late adolescents the 

writer does not include work with adolescents and children in 

this section of the course. 

She also included the work of two humanist-existential 

practitioners, viz. Cdrl Rogers and Fritz Perls. She felt that 

they had developed concepts and techniques that could be adopted 

ond modified for use in a psycho-social model. Her aim \'1as to 

provide students 1t1ith un eclectic approach to aid rlexible practicz. 

As her course was time-1:i.mited choice was circumscribed. She 

lhus chose to use the work of Foulkes and Anthony rather than 

that of Sh.1vson to represent the psychoanalytic approach . 

This i3 perhaps a dciJotable choice . 

studied . 

Ideally both ohould Ge 

Douglas (1979) points out that psychoanalytic group l eaders 
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Douglas (1979) points out that psycho~1alytic group l eaders are 

not by any means unified i n t heir use of basic concepts that 

there is a fundamental dichotomy between those like A. Wolf 

and Slavson who see tho group as a milieu for the psychoanalysis 

of the i ndividual and those who see the group as a therapeutic 

agency . 

Sl avson (1943--1960) sees transfe:.ence as the major dynamic 

in all forms of psychotherapy. Thus emotional transference 

to the group leader or other group members will highlight latent 

motivation and reveal hidden pathology. He postulates that 

transference in groups occurs in cycles and ~ees the expression 

of hostility towards the therapist in transference as being the 

primary requirement in psychotherapy. Latent hostile and 

aggressive feeling towards the parental figures is seen as 

being always near the surface and easily activated . The 

expression af hostile feelings is greatly facilitated in group 

therapy because of the support patients give each other. If 

this negative transference does not occur there is resistance in 

the patients. However negative transference is seen as 

transitory. Basic transference must be positive before it can 

be used as a treatment tool. 

He sees the role of the therapist as a passive role and he 

is one of the writers who talks of the importance of the po~session 

cf a therapeutic personality. He believes that some therapists 

have qualities bet'.:er able to evoke responses , encourage positive 

transference and promote in~rovement than others . Interpret a-

Uon is only used when Lhe emotional setting is appropriate , 

suspicion and diEtrust have worn off and positive t ransference 
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established . 

Foulkes and Anthony, Johnson and Yalorn all retain his concept

ualization of the development of transference both negative and 

positive. 

However, Slavson does not believe that the dynamics .in 

ordinary groups make their appearance in analytic groups . He 

believes that each patient must remain a detached entity in 

which intra-psychic changes must occu:r. His concept of a group 

is mor:::i Uwt of a ' compresence ' of patients rather than a group 

of patients. 

The writer feels that this approach is very limiting. Tci 

her knm1ledge there are no practitioners in Cape Town ~-~ho ma.j_n-

tain this extreme sta~ce. The psycho<.lnalytic approach of 

Foulkes and Anthony where the ihdividual is the focus of treat

ment but the group is seen as the treatment tool is preferred. 

Foulkes and Anthony, Johnson and Yalom all see the group 

l eader or authority figl.!re as the most important or cantral 

figure in the group. They see the role as requiring prnfessional 

training and skill. They all see the majo= task. of the therapist 

as giving direction to the group so that it can be welded into 

a cohesive, therapeuU c2lly beneficial rne.dium . They are r.ot 

among the Lheorists 1-1ho, according to Foulkes and Anthony, look 

upon group development as something quite autonomous once the 

collection of individuals hEs become a group . They believe thDt 

the therapist must be aware at all t i~es of his direction of the 

Ql'OUp. 

In executing this b:isk they al l r p,cognize the prime importance 
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of the development of positive, sensitive 8nd empathic rel atlon

ships with t he members of the group so ~,at positive transference 

can occur . 

a) Foulkes, S. H. and Anthony, E.J. : Group Psychotherapy. The 

Psychoanalytic Approach 1972. 

In vim->ling the role of the thernpist Foulkes and Anthony stat e 

t hat what the therapist thinks and 1r1hat he feels 1sJill chiefly 

determine 11hat therapeutic. use the group makes of the group . 

The therapist learns to understand and treat the 
group and consciously (and less consciocsl y) de
ploys his own feelings and reactions as therapeutic 
measures in the service of the group . The thera
pist doe3 not express these feelings ; he is merely 
sensitively aware of the qualj ty , quant.ity and 
direction. He constantly matches his own reactions 
against those of the group, just as he matches his 
background in group experience, his capncity for 
intuition and empathy and his specialized knowledge 
of individual behaviour . (25) 

Thus, although the therapist must have insight into his own 

dynamics he does not seek to . reveal his own personality verbally 

in the group . At the same time he does not attempt to majntain 

the relative anonymity and passivity of the psychoanalys t. He 

interacts with the group and maintains a relatively realistic 

role. Within transferenc~ regression is not encouraged and the 

transference neurosis is not fully established. 

They sec the guiding principles of intervention as: 

i) concern with the dynamic unconccious 

ii) interpretation of resistances, defence ruactlons and 

transference 

iil) anolysis, correctlcn and deeper underst anding of 

human relotionships. 
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Concentr ation is on communication . Thus , through use of free 

floating di scussion l he material pr·oduced in the group , and the 

actions and ir.teractions of . its members are voiced , analysed , i n-

terpreted and studied by the.gr oup. The subject matter has both 

manifest and latent content and there is explorati~m of the social 

unconscious as well as the individual unconscious. Each i ndivi-

dual I s feel i n gs and reactions will reflect the i n fluences exerted 

on him by other members of the group nnd by the group as a ~,1 ,ale. 

To achieve this, frank disclosure of personal feelings and 

experiences and feelings to\'1ards other members of the group is 

encouraged and tolerated. Relaxation of censorship to al low the 

emergence of unconscious material is facilitated by t he norm b,at 

patients say anything they think. cf or anything wr.ich comes to mi..1d . 

Discussion is left entirely to the spontaneous mood of the group 

and ils members . 

Section D emerge. 

In this way the basic conflicts outlined .in 

The resulta11t communication is trans latod and interpreted not 

only by the therapist but by the whole group . Thus the group are 

not merely recipients of treatment but are actively engaged in the 

therapeutic process. 

b) J. Johnson - Group Therapy - A Practical .A.pproach 1963 

He views the role of the therapist within an adoptotion3l frame 

of r eference. The behaviour of t he members during the group meeting 

is utilized. by the therapist so thnt they, the members , can examine 

and identify their failures in odaptnU on . They learn that t hese 

fai l ures are due to their faulty emergency responses to fenr, 

anger and guilt. Once failures in adaptation have been r ecognized 

b y the group members , new n:ethods of responding um be attempted 

e i t her by modi fyj ng or changing their m3ladaptive pnt.terns . 
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He sees the general goals of the therHpist as i) improving 

members ' reality testing; aiding in their soci:1J.ization; 

i ii) fostering development of psychol ogical aptitude i.e . the 

awareness of the relationship of emotional reactions to anxiety 

and defensive patterns of behaviour . Finally he hopes to provide 

an opportunity for the group members to see that their react.i.ons 

and feelings in the group are similar to their reactions and 

feelings in other groups and that l'Jhatever emotion a] re-educaticil 

and relearning is achieved by members in the group can also be 

applied to outside relationships. 

The focus of the therapist. is on the anxiety that develops 

in human group behaviour . He needs to be .constantly aware of the 

level of anxiety in the group and needs to be able to reduce or 

raise this when necessary and to recognize when it is at the 

proper level for constructive work and mutual analysis. 

Johnson ~lso stresses that the therapist needs to be aware of 

his own emotional impact on the group and how this influences the 

behaviour of the members. He needs to be aware of the dyna~ics 

of the group and be able to retain control of the group through 

recognition of the themes of group meetings. 

Johnson's interventivc strategy emphasizes group rather than 

individual responses. He states that the therGpist must b.e aware 

that he is doing group not individual therapy. Group therapy thus 

becomes an e·-<perienco in social relationships whereby group mem!:Jers' 

habitual maladoptions occur in the here and now of the group meet

ings. The therRpist needs to employ a technique thnt explores 

\·d th the group members their behaviou l' pat terns as they occur.. 

\·/hen the time is ripe the ther3pist should also confront rnelilbc:rs 
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with their faulty emergency responses towards both the therapist 

and the other members of the group. In this way the patients 

develop psychological Gpt.i tude and awareness of thei r emotional 

interaction with others. 

The the~apist organizes the verbal. content as well as non-verbal 

attitudes and behaviour into proper perspective for the group and 

comments on the various manifestations of the group dynamics such 

as silences and absenteeism that oecur. 

During the testing out period he must encourage ve11tilation 

and recognition of the defensive hostility of the members and must 

in particular encourage the examination and e:<pression of fee.lings 

about himself. He should be able to allow himself to become the 

scapegoat for the hostility rather than allow it to be displaced 

onto other members. Hostile feelinQs are never worked through 

entirely and the level of anger goes up and down throughout lhe group's 

life. Like Slavson, Johnson believes that the group will be unable 

to reach a working phase until the initial hostility is cle&red 

away. He also stresses that the therapist must assess his own 

defences at handling this hostility as well as at handling the 

anxiety in the group in order to free himself to deal with it 

therapeutically . 

His technique does noLneglect the past but emphasis is on 

the immediate present . Thus, the therapist is primarily concerned 

with failures in adaptation today, how they arose anJ what the 

patient must do to overcome them. Interpretation ahrnys begins 

and ends with the present. This applies to all behaviour includ

ing transference which is seen as reflecting a failure in current 

adaptation . The therapist does not make the interpretations nor 
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does he point out to individual members transference pher1omcna, 

anxiety or acting out behaviour. He asks the group 8s a whole 

to discuss the thoughts and feelings each members expresses and 

then to make the interpretations, in other words, he acts as a 

catalyst. 

He believes that insight alone is not enough. Each member 

must undergo a process of emotional re-education until he/she 

develops ~ew patterns of healthy behaviour to a point when these 

become automatic responses. It is this that is ultimately 

curative. 

c) I . Yalom - The Theory and Practice of Group Psychotherapy 1975 

Yalo,n feels that, before mastering any techniques it is 

essential for the therapist to fully understand the strategy and 

theoretical foundations upon which all effect ive techniques must 

rest . He, himself, is greatly influenced by the work of Ha:.:r-y 

Stack Sullivan and sees psychopathology in terms of the ori~ins 

and expression in disturbed interper:sonal relationships . Like 

Johnson, he places much greater emphasis on the value of inter

personal learning than on genetic insight (the meaningful linking 

of past and present based on the resolution of transference 

neurosis). 

As far as the role of the therapist is. concerned he states 

that initially the therapist is the group's primary unifying force . 

At this stage the members rdate to one another through their 

common relationship with him . He must recognize and deter any 

forces which thrnoten group cohcsivPness . His role thus involves 

culture building and the construction of norms . Yalom contends 
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t hat the therapist always shapes the norms; that virtu&lly al l 

of l:is early bchavfour is influential. It is essential that he 

be a1-.,are of this otherwise this influence may be umli tting . Vlhat 

he does not do may be more j mportant tha'l what he does do. A 

raised eyebrow , leaning forward, a sudden blank expression, all 

in fluence Lhe group . 

The norms are constructed from both the expectations of members 

for their group and from the explicit :md implicit directions of 

the leader and more influential members . lie feels norms follow 

l ogically from discussion of some of the curative factors in the 

group. These curative factors are outlined and discussed in the 

first four chapters of his book. They are listed in eleven 

primary categories viz. : 1) Instillation of hope; ii) Univers 

ality; iii) Imparting of information; iv) Altruism; v) The 

corrective recapitulation of the primary fEmily group; vi) Develop

menl of socializing techniques; vii) i mitative behaviour; 

viii ) Interpersonal learning; ix) group cohsiveness; x) Catharsis; 

xi) Existentinl factors . 

The therapist I s first task is to create n social syste:n - an 

interactional neb-rn1·k . The members must feel free to comr.ient on 

the immediale feelings they experience towards the group , other 

merrbers and the therapist. The therapist must aim for e l iciting 

honesty and spont3neity of expression in the group. 

Examples of the type of therapeutic norms that need to be 

developed are : -

i) A norlil that ::.l'lf-diGclosure iG a neces:,;nry componenl of the 

t herapeutic process . (Yalom warns, ho11cver, thnt the group 

musl nol be used as a forced con fessicn~11). 
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ii) Procedural norms - the aim being a group which is un

s t ructured , unrehearsed and freely interacting . 

iii) Norms that reinforce the importance of the group. The more 

i mportant members consider the group the more effective it 

becomes . A w~ll-functioning group continues to work through 

issues from one meeting to the next . 

iv) Norms that build up members into agents Df help. The group 

functions best if patients appi'eciate the valuable help that 

they can provide one another. 

Yolom ~uggests that the therapist assumes two basic roles in 

the group to help shape these norms in the g:::-oup : -

i) The technical expert: The therapist employs a variety of 

tech~iques to move the group in the direction he conside!:'s 

desirable. In Chapter 5 of his book Ynlom outlines a number 

of useful examples of the type of technique that may be 

employed. 

ii) The model setting participant. The therapist also shapes the 

norms by the example he sets in his pers:Jnal group behaviour. 

He sets an example of non-judgemental accepta~ce and appreci-

ation of others' strengths and weaknesses. He can also set 

an ex~mple of interpersonal honesty and spontaneity. This 

needs to be done circumspectly, hm-Jever. It must be done in 

keeping with the developmental stage of the group and the 

therapist needs to maintain a sense of ~esponsibility and 

r estraint as well as honesty. In addition the therapist can 

accept and admit his fallibility and use appropriate se.lf

disclosure . 
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The next major task of the therapist is the activation and 

illumineti3n of the Here-and-Now. The effective use of the here-

and-now focus requ.i. res b-10 steps . 

i) Acli vation: The group memhers must focus thei r attention on 

their feelings toward the other group members , the t her apist 

and the group, i.e . i mmediate events in the mseting take 

precedence over events both in the clll'rent o:.itsi.de life and the 

distant past of the members. 

ii) Process illumination: This must . be follo,..u::d by a process of 

illumination of what takes placa. The group must recognize , 

examine and understand 'process', i.e. the implications of 

interpersonal transactions rather than the content of what has 

been said . To do this the group perform□ a self reflective 

loop and examines the behaviour which has just occurred. 

(See Figure 2) . 

Here-and-now self-reflective loop 

Here and Now Experience 
(25) 

Figure 2 . 

The patient 

a) must recognize wha t it is he .is doing with other people 

ranging from simple acts to very complex .patterns unfolding 

over a long duration of time. 

b) mus t then nppr ecj a te tlm impact of tt-ii s behaviour upon othe ::-n 

and must undeestand tho .i.nnuencc of his behaviour upon ot.he!'s ' 
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opinions of him and consequently upon his own self r egard 

c) must decide whether he is satisfied with his habitual inte~

personal style 

d) lastly must be helped to exercise hia will to change (every 

therapist assumes that a . patient has witbin him t he capacity 

to change through wilful choice. Ther apists cannot create 

wil l but can help remove encumbrances from a bound or stifled 

will.) 

The therapist 's function in activating this.process is to steer 

the group into the here-and-now and guide the self reflective loop 

or process commentary . To achieve his .aim he will firstly steer 

group members away from discussion. of outside material and focus 

their energy upon their relationships with one snother. The 

therapist himself needs to think here-and-now and then this will 

become second nature to him . He . will have to deal with resistance 

in this process . This resistance can be deeply ingrained snd 

considerable ingenuity may be required to overcome it . In liis book 

Yalom provides well chosen examples. of how this can be done . 

Like Johnson, Yalom sees that the past does play a pnrt but 

he states that it should be servant not master. To Yal om it 

makes sense for the therapist to make excursions into a patient's 

past when it bocomes necessary to understand something which is 

interfering with that patient ' s present. 

To facilitate process .illumination the therapist must himself 

l earn to recognize process. Yalom suggests that he must listen 

not solely to what the patient is tolling but also to what tt1e 

patient is saying .t hrough the process of telling it. The thera

pist will start by noting simple non-verbal data . Knowledge of 
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the common group tensions ( struggle fer dominance, conflicts 

between mutually supportive feelings and sibling rivalrous ones, 

between greed and selfless efforts to help others, between the 

wish to get better and the wish to stay behir,d i n the group) will 

help the therapist's recognition of process . As will understand-

ing the difference between the . primary task of the patient and 

the pRtient ' s secondary gratifications.which block him f r om work

i ng on his primary .task. The therapist .must also attend to his 

own feelings which may be very diagnostic. 

Once he has learnt to recognize process for himsel f) the 

therapist must help the members assume a process orientation. 

He must develop skills to help them achieve self-knowledge through 

their own efforts . Finally he must facilitate the patient's 

acceptance of process-illuminating comments. 

Unlike Johnson, Yalom does not choose to focus primarily or 

entirely on l'lhat he calls 'Mass group process . commentary ' (i.e . 

on the group - we - all of us). He. feels this is limiting. 

He describes himself as an interpersonal process leader so he wiJ.l 

frame interpretative remarks to individual group members . He does 

not, however, question the importance of group level phenomena 

and he certainly advocates. the use of mass group commentary to 

remove obstacles which arise to obstruct the process of the 

entire group, e.g. when anxiety laden issues cause group flight . 

To conluda this section on Yalom's conceptualization of the 

role und techniques of the therapist it is necessary to look at 

his attitude towards the issue of t ransference. He believes that 

it doas occur and thcit it is import.ant to . recognize i t s occurrence 

and ma:ii festat.i.ons and. not to ignore these . On the other hand he 
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does not believe that all attitudes towards the therapist are 

transference based . Many are reality based. If the t herapi st 

is to make therapeutic use .of transference he must help the 

patient understand, recognize. and change his/her distorted 

attitudes towards the leader. Yalorn suggest two major approaches 

to facilitate transference resolution in a. therapy group, viz . 

consensual validation aGd increased therapist transparency. 

The latter is achieved gradually and in a . responsible manner so 

that in time the therapist will relate more personally to group 

members. In this way early stereotypes that the patients cast 

onto the therapist become more. difficult to maintnin. In his 

belief in therapist self disclosure Yalorn differs fa.irl y funda

mentally from traditional psycboanalytic therapists, even 

Foulkes nnd Ar.thony. 

Yalom points out that there. are some patients whose therapy 

hinges on the resolution of transference distortion; there are 

others whose jmprovement will depend on interpersonal learning 

stemming from work, not with the therapist but with Another 

group member; ru1d there will be mrn1y patients who choose alter

native therapeutic path1-1ays in the group and derive their thera-

peutic benefit from other curative factors. 

This lends credence to the writer's .belief that it is 

important to provide students 1·d th an eclectic apµroacn to group 

therapy. She feels that the three texts outlined provide a broad 

base for learning practice skills for the therapeutic milieus . 

Foulkes and ;mthony ' s book highlights and clnri fies for students 

the uncons:cluus fo.cces and l atent con!licts .involved in the 

thernpeutic process . Their ther;-.~peutic strategy of i nterpreting 
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deep seated intra-psychic conflict is an import~,t tool in groups 

consisting of relatively sophisticated neurotics , Such groups 

are found in the therapeutic milieus at times . This is an 

appropriate technique even. for i ndividual neurotic patients in 

more heterogenous groups. 

Increasing numbers of patients . 11i th personality disorders 

are admitted to the therapeutic milieus. (Personnlity disorders 

do seem to be on the increase and pure neurotic conditions on the 

wane. This is probably due, in a measure, to the influence 

Freud has had on Western middle-class child rearing approaches.) 

For patients with personality disorders. the here and now inter

actional appro.:ich of both Johnson and Yalorn becomes the method 

of choice. 

Johnson's book is particularly helpful in giving students 

an understanding of the .role of anxiety and hostility in group 

process ar,d hm·1 this should be handled. The •1-1riter has also 

found his stress on 1 earning to recognize group tl""lemes particularly 

helpful for g;_iiding students in tbeir direction of group :;:irocess . 

Yalom'o fund of common sense, easily understood examples of 

how a therapist sets about creating and maintaining a therepeutic 

group structure are a boon to the novlce . therapist and make hj s 

book the basic prescribed text of choice 

d) C. Rogers - Client Centered Therapy (1965) - On Encounter 

Groups ( 1970) 

The writer included the work of Rogers in her course because 

she feels thot his philosophy (although over-optimjstic) and his 

techniques add an impurtont dimension to the therapeutic approacl1 

and array of uk.ill s i:hal the <;1roup therilpist can use . His 
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approach is particularl y effective i~ the begi nni ng stages of 

t herapy when it is vital for t he group members t o build up trus t 

in t he therapist and a feeling of safety in t he group . 

Rogers developed his practice phil osophy i n t he 19l10s . This 

era was the heyday of Ameri can optimism and sel f conf idence . It 

i s not surprising therefore, that he over- accent uated t he goodness 

and worthiness of man. Despi te. t his , ther e is rr.uch to commend 

the philosophical notion of unconditional acceptance of t he 

client as a person and the bel ief in his abili t y to help himself. 

In viewing the role of the t her apist the pr evious t hree 

authors stressed the therapist ' s role as the technically skil led 

authority figure. One implication of this could be a therapis t 

who grows to see himself as a superior god-like being and to 

visualize the group members as lesser n~rtals. Shulman (1968) 

quotes Piaget as pointing out that the adult ' s dominat ion of the 

child lays the groundvmrk for the emergence of the prevalent 

dominance - submissive value towards human relationships in 

our culture as opposed to one based on equ3lity and reciprocity . 

Thus, in Western culture we tend to see alternatives in human 

r el ationships as limited to being on top or bottom. Shulman 

states that the opportunity for learning diff erent skil ls 

necessary for dealing with others on the basis of equality are 

limited in our society . 

As the development of interactional .skill s in group therapy 

i s designed inter alia to increase feelings of sel f wort h and 

self esteem it would seem that adding a flavour of this demo

c r at ic stance to the rol e of the therapist woul d be wor thwhi l e . 
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The role of the Rogerian leader or facilitator io determined 

largely by his philosophical outlook and attitudes towards people 

culminating in the cor1fidence he has in their competence to direct 

themselves . The therapist 1nust be non-di r-ecti ve . This does not 

mean he is passive. It implies, rather, that he 'IJithholds judge

ment about the client's behaviour, his past history and his 

future goals . The only value to be transmitted to the client is 

that of self deterrr.ination. The therapist must show unconditional 

acceptance of the client as a person and this must be congruent 

i.e. the therapist must not subtly guide the person while pre

tending to let him guida himself. He must be genuine in his 

approach. 

The technique used by the therapist is to clarify and objcct.i fy 

tbe client's feelings in a calm and empathic manner . This is not 

interpretation. There is a simple acceptance of \\!hat the client 

says and this is reflected back to him in the form of a restate-

ment of the content. This is a very effective t echnique when 

the therapist vrnnts to convey acceptance and s upport to group 

members. 

However, it is not enough . As Yalom pcints out, in the analysis 

cf essential leadership functions by Lieberman et al , emotional 

stimulation and cognitive structuring were seen to be 8s essential. 

The Rogerian factors of empathy, genuineness and unconditionc:.l 

regard fill only the one category of Caring. 

e) F. Perls - The Gestalt Therapy Verbatim (1971) - The Gestalt 

Approach and Eye Witness to Therapy (1976) 

The Rogerian concept of self determination serves as an anti-

dote to the e ffect of the Freudian concept. cf psychic determinis m wr.icl1 
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provides some patients with a wonderful excuse for maintaining 

the secondary gratification of the sick role - 'I am the victim 

of the ills perpetrated on me by my parents in my childhood so 

there is nothing I can do. about it' . Thus,insight into past 

conflicts may serve ns a justification to remain neurotic , and 

as an excuse for refusal to face up to the responsibilities of 

current life situations. 

The concept of self determination propoul:lds a belief in the 

person's ability to help . himself but makes no allowance for the 

force of the resistance to change \'1hich becomes apparent at some 

stage in the life of the therapy group. 

Yalom (1975) is very critical of Perls' use of the group in 

Eerls' lestal t therapy tut acknowJ edges two of his areas of strength 

viz. i) Perls ' acute awareness of the necessi ty for each indivi~ual 

to assume responsibility for himself and his therapy and ii) Perls; 

therapeutic attempts to penetrate the denial systems of people 

and bring them to a new perspective on their position in the world. 

It is these strengths that make him the writer's final choice of 

therapist/author in her group therapy course. Although agreeing 

with Yalom that Perls makes inefficient use cf the therapeutic 

potential of the grcup, using it as a congregation of individuals 

. (26) or 'omnipresent Greek chorus' rather than a fully-fledged 

therapeutic tool the writer feels students should become acquaint

ed with some of his concepts and techniques. 

Perls defines a neurotic as 

a person who chronicnlly engages ln self inter
ruption, who hos en inadequate sonse of identity 
~,ho has an inadeq1fote means of self support , \1hose 
psycholoaical hoffieostasis is out of order and whose 
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behnviour arises Crom m_i.sguic!cd efforts in the 
direction of achi<Jving balance . 

The neurotic finds it difficult to participate 
fully in the present - his past unfinished business 
gflts in t he way. His problems exist in the here and 
now and yet too often only part of him is here to 
cope with them. 

Thus Perls sees the aim of therapy as helping the person to 

live in the present and therapeutic sessions must be his/her 

first practice at this hitherto unaccomplished task. The main 

goal is to make the neurotic self supportive and no longer at the 

mercy of interrupting forces he cannot control. 

Gestalt ther apy is an experi enti3l rather than verbal or 

interpretive therapy . Patients are asked to re-experience their 

past traurnas and problems, i.e . their unfinished business, in 

the here-and-now, rather than talk about them. PerJ.s puts his 

emphasis on a patient ' s ar eas of awareness rather than his areas 

of unm.,,are;.ess with the hope that the patient v/i.11 becor.ie progress

ively more aware of himself at all levels, ph□ntasy, physical and 

verbal, and he may then see how he is producing his difficulties, 

what his present difficulties are and how he can help himself 

solve them in the present. 

Perls employs awareness techniques. The basic sentence which 

the therapist instructs the patient to use in order to induce the 

patient's self awareness is ' Now I am aware of . .. . 1 

The now keeps us in the present and brings home the 
fact thot no experience is ever possible except in 
the present . . .. 

The 'I' is used as an antidote to 'it' nnd develops 
the patient's sense of responsibility for his feel 
ings, thouyhts and symptoms 

The ' am ' js his ex.i.stcntial ::;yrnbol . It brin(JS Imme 
wilateve.:- he exp0r.i.enccs Bs parl of his being ••.•.• 
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The 'aware ' provides the patient with the sense of 
his own capacities and abilities , his sensoric , 
motor and intellectual equipment .•. • . 
gives both therapist and patient the best picture 
of the patient's present resources . (29) 

According to Perls the therapist questions the patient i n 

t his process of developing awareness , asking ' what do you feel, 

what do you want , what do you avoid or what do you expect?'in 

or der to help the patient see his behaviour more clearly and 

determine for himself what the behaviour represents . Neurosis 

is conceptualized as being like an onion and Perls maintains it 

is only possible to peel off one layer at a time and that at each 

step of the way the patient's self support is increased and the 

next step becomes easier to take . To reintegrate the neurotic 

step by step the therapist must challenge any statement or be

haviour which is not representative of the self and which is 

evidence of the patient's lack of responsibility. 

In a modified form this type of approach can be used to very 

good effect in the therapeutic milieu therapy groups and is so 

used. Thus, when it becomes evident that a patient is ready to 

work on him/herself, he/she can. put into what is called the ho~ 

seat in the group, i.e . both thc::rapis1s and members can focus 

on an individual patient for part of a session and confront that 

patient in order to help him/her look at his/her behaviour pattcrn_s 

and then take responsibility for changing them. 

In addition to this , Perls ' experiential techniques of re

experiencing past unfinished business in the present are valuable 

particularly when ventilation of repressed infantile anger is 

required to achieve catharsis in patients . 
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Thus , t hese two humnnist-existential practitioners offer 

approaches and strategies that are useful adjuncts in a group 

therapist's repertoire of skills. Rogers ' ap~roach is most 

helpful in the beginning stages of therapy and Perls ' in the 

working phase. 

f) Teaching Methods 

In planning and executing a theory course on group therapy 

for Clinical Social Work students , cognizance has to be taken of 

the learning pressures of the .Clinical Social Work Master's 

programme as a whole . This pressure .is a factor in all the 

theoretical programmes offered to the various psychiatric 

disciplines . 

Despite careful planning of the course in 1982 the writer 

found 6 one-and-a-half hour sessions insufficient for adequate 

coverage of the theoretical material outlined in this section . 

The writer confined her list of prescribed reading to a 

minimum. Students tend to become discouraged by a lengthy biblio

graphy and,as a result,some do even less rending .than they would 

otherwise do . . Students were required to read H. Northen's -

Social Work in Groups , and I Yalom's The Theory and Practice 

of Group Psychotherapy before the course started. 

The writer gave three didactic lectures on groupwork and 

group ther~py models, group dynamics and processes and diagnostic 

assessment. For these l ectures the students were required to 

r ead the following (in addition to the relevant sections in 

Yalom and Northcn ' s books) : 

Douglas, T.: A. Decade of Small Gr oup Therapy 

Glasser , Sarri and Vintner: Individual Chanqe through Small Gr oups 
Chaps . 5, 10, ·11 , 15 , 16 . 
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Johnson, J .: Group Therapy. Chaps. 3, 4 and 5. 

Northen, H.: ' Psychosocial Practice in Small Groups ' in l'heories 
. of Social Work with Groups ed by Roberts & Northen. 

Papell, C.P . and Rothman , B.: Social Gro~work Models: Possession 
and Heritage 

Thereafter the students had to prepare seminar papers on 

the Ro l e and Techniques of the various .theorist/practitioners 

outlined in Section E. These papers had to be typed and copies 

handed to each student for . reading be fore the seminar session. 

The students were expected to present their papers by role playing 

a group therupist using the approach and . techniques outlined in 

their papers. The rest of the class acted as group members. 

This method of presentation was not entirely successful as the 

students were not yet skilled enough to highlight actual techniques. 

However, the rol e playing proved to be extr emely valuable for 

helping the class look at group dynamics and development, and it 

helped them start testing our their skills. Noteworthy was the 

final meeting in which a termination meeting was role played and 

the class was actually able to experience a certain amount of 

termination feeling. 

The writer concludes, therefore, that this teaching aid be 

r etained in a modified form in the course . She is also of the 

opinion that it would be beneficial to give a further series of 

seminars once all students are actually in practice . In these 

seminars greater integration of theory and practice could be 

achieved by testing out vnrious techniques through role playing 

actual practice situations. 

The theoretical foundation for group theropy pnictice is 

therefore provided through a structural course of prescribed 
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r eading, didactic lectures, seminar discussions and role play. 

3. Attending an Experiential Group 

The writer has al ready stated her case for advocating the need 

for experiential group experience as an essential training require

ment. Her arguments are backed by the informed opinions of 

Foulkes and An thony, Johnson and Ynlom. As Yalom (1975) points 

out a personal group experience has been widely accepted as an 

integral part of a training group. The accreditation committee of 

the American Group Psychotherapy Association has recommended a 

minimum requirement of 60 hours. 

This need has been recogni zed by the Clinical Psychology, 

Clinical Social Work and Psychiatric Nursing disciplines attached 

to the University of Cape Town and Groote Schuur Hospital, and all 

trainees in these discjplines attend an experiential group. 

There are a number of issues regarding this aspect of the 

training programme that need to be considered. 

The first is the question of length or number of hours. 

The Clinical Psychology Interns and Psychiatric Nurses attend a 

group for the whole academic year. The Clinical Social Work 

students at present have a short-term group . Yalom ' s preference 

is for the group to continue througbout the entire training 

programme. He considers experiential groups of Clinical 

trainees difficult to lead because the pa8e is so slow, intel

l ectualism so common and self disclosure and risk taking minimal. 

This is becaune these students tend to feel that .their personal 

and professional competence is at stake . This .writer's experi

ence of supervising students who have been in a very short-term 
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group have led her to agree with Yalom with regard to the 

desirability of a longer .group experience. She found that 

students who had been in a short-term group had not even resolved 

issues of basic trust in their experiential group. These 

students felt tbat they had remained very defensive in the 

group and had certainly not felt safe enough to express hostility 

towards their leaders. As a result they had great difficulty 

in dealing with the .anger of patients in their group therapy 

practice. The writer found that she had to use some structured 

evocative techniques with the students during supervision sessions 

in an attempt to reduce this block. Therefore, it is important 

for an experiential group to move through all the developmental 

stages outlined by Northen (1969) in order to be a really 

effective learning experience . 

Leader selection is another important issue. The group experi

ence is likely to be an extraordinarily influential event in the 

student's training career. As Yalom points out the leader will 

often serve as an important role model for the trainees. There

fore, selection of a leader or leaders is of the utmost importance 

and both personality factors and skill need to be considered . 

Yalom feels that both these factors should influence choice rather 

than professional considerations. The writer agrees with Yalom 

that, if at all possible, the leader should not be a member of 

the staff of the teaching programme. There is no doubt that 

students feel restricted by the presence of someone who will play 

an evaluative role in their career . It is also extremely 

difficult for or1e person to plny two oppmnng ro.les, i .·e. the 

role of an accepting , non-judgemental ~Jroup leader and at the some 
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time the role of tutor or supervisor who must evaluate the student 

in terms of the training course requirements. It is also import-

ant that the group should.not be used to talk about practice issues> 

which belong in supervision, as a defence against looking at 

more personal issues. Yalom ' s suggestion that .a trainee's first 

group experience should not be one of a highly specialized format 

is another valid consideration when selecting a leader . 

The final issue to be considered is whether attendance of 

the group should be voluntary or compulsory. Motivation is 

always an important factor in the effectiveness of an experiential 

group . Resistance slows up the process . Therefore, a voluntary 

group of motivated members is likely to be more effective than 

a group with some ambivalent or resistant participants. On the 

other side of the coin, if a student refuses to join a voluntary 

group because of a distrust . or dread of group situations the 

question of his/her suitability to pursue a career as a clinician 

remains unsolved. 

Perhaps the answer to this dilemma is to build in the experien

tial group as an integral part of the course so that students are 

aware of and accept it as part of their learning contract when 

applying for admission for the course.. Any student \,sho is 

resistant to tGking part in a group that is therapeutic even if 

not a therapy group per se would then be counselled out during 

selection. 

4 . Practice of Group Therap~ 

Today it is tc1ken for granted thot actuul pr8ctice is an 

essential component 1n the. acquisition of the necessary skills 

of a group therapist . 
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The ther.apeutic milieus Rre the major practice placements for 

all four psychiatric disciplines. Mention has already been made 

of some of the complexities and difficulties associated with the 

group therapy learniog experience in these placements viz. the 

open-ended nature of the groups, constant change of therapists, 

difficulties of working with co-therapists and the rapid develop

ment of gr.cup process due to the frequency of meetings. Never

theless the intensity of the experiznce and the fact that the 

groups are linked to the totality of the therapeutic milieu 

experience makes these groups the most valuable learning experi

ence in the practice of group therapy offered to students . 

The students learn to perform at ·far greG.ter depth and at a far 

more sophisticated level than they do in groups held only once 

a week . 

The writer feels that there are solutions for some of the 

difficulties and that steps can be taken to compensate fa:.:- the 

complexities and to ensur.e that the students yet the maximum 

benefit out of the group therapy experience offered in the thera

peutic milieus. In this respect the needs for a theoretical 

background , experiential group experience and supervision are 

discussed in Sections 2, 3 and 5. 

Yalom (1975) talks about the value of observing experienced 

clinicians at work as part of a training programme. This is not 

a facility that the t herapeutic milieus can really offer as the 

group therapy is undertaken mainly. by trainee therapists. Medical 

students and certain other students nuch as occupational therapy 

students and student nurses do observe group. sessions from behind 

the one-way mirror or by sitting in . as observers at Psychintric 
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Day Hospital. However, t t,e writer considers this to be a meaning-

less experience for students unless they can t ake part in a feed

back session in which group dynamics, themes and interventive 

strategies are discuss8d .and evaluat ed after the group meeting. 

In view of the complexities of the group dyna~ics and the fact 

that group development takes place so r apidly in .these groups 

the writer considers it important that students should have 

previous experience of conducting a closed group that is run once 

a week before undertaking the facilitation of the therapeutic 

milieu groups. In a closed group students are exposed to a 

cl earer picture of developmental processes and the stages occur 

at a slm-1er pace thus enabling the student to benefit . from his/ 

her own and the supervisor's critical evaluation prior to each 

group session. In this way the student develops some diagnostic 

skills before attempting on-going diagnostic assessment of the 

r apid movement of the therapy groups in the therapeutic milieus. 

When deciding on practice plac-ements for clinical social . 
work students this writer would stipulate prior experien~e of 

running a closed group as a prerequisite for group therapy practice 

in the therspeutic milieus . For students who have not had previous 

experience of running closed groups the clinical practice component 

would be confined to rur.ming a weekly closed group. However, this 

may not be a pr actical prerequisite for the other psychiatric 

disciplines notably for psychiatric registrars and nurses. 

Johnson (1963) advoc3tes the use. of recorders in training 

programmes . The recorder sits in as a non-particip,mt note-taker. 

As the recorder is a regular feature of lhe group, initial group 
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suspicion and discomfort at the presence of a silent observer 

can be worked through by the therapist with the group members 

and they soon get to the stage of taking the recorder's presence 

for granted so that it does not affect group process adversely. 

It is far easier for a group to handle their feelings about a 

regular observer than it is for them to cope with casual students 

who go ii1to the group as observers for short periods,often 

causing the group to have to rework through issues of mistrust 

during criticnl working phases . Johnson feels that recorders 

play an extremely valuable role. It is not possible for a trainee 

therapist to remember everything that happens in a,, group session. 

To hc1ve a writte !1 transcript to refer to is very helpful. Apart 

from this the recorder can give the therapist feed~ack about the 

way he comes across non-ver~ally in the group . A recorder can be 

just as much a support and ally as a cc-therapist especially as 

the difference in role eliminates a large element of competition. 

Recorders should attend regular supervision sessions with the 

trainee therapists. As the recorder's only job is to observe 

he/she can learn to pick up group dynamics.and processes far more 

easily than the trainee therapist who is cons tantly searching for 

the correct 8rproach and response to all the group. stimuli as well 

as learning to observe them. 

The continuity of regular observation. makes it of ·far more 

benefit than the hc1phazard observations of mere .casual observers 

who may not clearly understand the group .dynamics of an observed 

session because they missed watching the previous sessions. 

The writer considr;rs that potential therc1pists can lenrn a 

great deal from being a recorder • . She found that acting 2.s a 
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recorder during her own practice experience as a student added 

an important dimension to her learning experience . The co,nmi t

ment attached to the role of recordP.r, particularly in terms of 

the production of written. material ~..,hich can be analysed in 

greater depth and detail, makes this a far more intensive learn

ing experience than that of a mere observer. The writer, there

fore, advocates that students \'1ho have had no previous experience 

of running groups act as .recorders in the thecapy groups in the 

therapeutic milieus for a short. period before moving into the 

group in the role of therapist. 

5. Supervision 

Intensive and regular supervision i s recognised as being as 

important as actual practice experience in trainingprogrammes for 

both individual and group therapists. The psychiatric registrars 

clinical psychology interns and clinical social work students 

working in the therapeutic milieus get t~is close intensive 

supervision of their individual therapeutic work at least once a 

week. Supervision is provided by experienced clinicians of the 

same profession who are attached either to the therapeutic milieu 

or the relevant University departments. Clinical social work 

students get regular supervision from both the therapeutic milieu 

social workers and University supervisors. Hm-rnver, apart from 

the clinical social work students who get r~gular group therapy 

supervision, supervision. of group therapy practice is not given 

to the same extent. Yet group therapy is a far more complex skill 

to develop thon individual therapy. 
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Yalorn cites a study that he and his colleagues undertook of 

twelve non-professionals who led groups in a psychiatric hospital. 

He states:-

Half of the leaders received ongoing supervision as well 
as an intensive training course in group. leadership; 
the others received neither. Naive observers rated the 
therapists at the beginning of their groups and six 
months later. The results indicated that not only did 
the trained therapists i mprove but the untr2ined thera
pists, at the end of six mo~ths, were less skilled than 
at the beginning. Sheer experience , apparently is not 
enough; without ongoing supervision and evaluation, 
original errors may be reinforced by simple repetition. (30) 

Yalom recommends one supervisory hour per one hour group therapy 

session as being the optimal ratio; that supervision should take 

place as soon ::.:s possible after the .group session,preferably the 

following day; that ideally the supervisor actually observe the 

last 30 minutes of each mseting ar:d hold the supervisory session 

immediately thereafter. 

Such a supervisory programme is totally impractical for a 

group therapy experience that takes place four times a week. This 

type of practice programme does impose a number of supervisory 

problems. The writer will outline how group therapy supervision 

is dealt with in the Clinical Social Work Master's programme. As 

with the theoretical foundation outline in Section .2, she will 

propose that this outline serve as a basis for the consideration and 

evaluation of all psychiatric disciplines with a view to developing 

a system of common supervision of co-therapists in the therapeutic 

milieus . 

Most \'lriters on supervision suggest that the supervisor's role 

involv~s three disti,,ct functions, . viz. an administrative function, 

a helping or enabling function and a teaching function . 
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In the therapeutic milieu placements supervision is shared by 

the Psychiatric Social Worker employed in the therapeutic milieu 

and the University supervisor. The for.mer is responsible for 

most of the administrative functioning, e.g . arranging v1hen the 

student will actually go into the group as a co-therapist. She 

also carries part of the helping or enabling function as she 

serves as a constant supportive presence in the setting and acts 

as a mediator between the student and the rest of the staff team 

when necessary. The bulk of the teaching function falls onto 

the shoulders of the University superviso~. In this outline the 

writer will concentrate on the supervision given by the University 

supervisor . 

A. Supervision by the University Supervisor 

In the Clinical social work programme a group supervision 

session is held with the University supervisor fer one-and-half 

hours once a week for the period in which .students are in 

practice. In addition students are required to attend three 

individual supervision sessions. In the first of these sessions 

the suoervisor and student together formulate &n educational 

diagnosis and establish a contract with . regard to the learning 

needs and growth goals of the student . This contract forms the 

basis of supervisory te3ching focua. The main areas of super

visory focus are on the development of relatim1ship skills, the 

development of diagnostic skills ar,d the development of inter

ventive skills, . and fin0lly the develop~ent of insight into own 

personal functioning end patterns of reaction. The second 

individual session is a mid-evaluation in which progress is 

evaluated and further growth gouls formulated. In the final 
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session the student gives an oral presentation of his/her group 

therapy experience befora a moderator, a final evaluation ~akes 

place and a mark for pe~formance is allocated. (See Appendix B 

for the guide to evaluation.currently in use in the Clinica] 

Social Work progr~mme). 

As supervision takes place only once a week any student who 

wa,1ts to discuss a problem .urgently may arrange for additional 

time on an individual basis . If the supervisor is concerned 

about a student's perforr.iance she may also ask the student to come 

and see her individually. Where there is a one-way mirror the 

supervisor does watch group sessions periodically and provides 

instant feedback. If possible she \-latches the student at least 

twice. 

B . . The Helping or Enabling Function 

Group supervision is the supervisory method of choice as there 

are similarities between processes occurring in therapeutic groups 

and those occurring in supervisory sessions . As Walton et al (1971) 

point out "being supervised together in a group of more or less 

constant composition and by the same supervisor the trainees them

selves experience the consequences of belonging to a group and 

working together'1 (
37) They have the advantage of peer group learn

ing, hearing about the group experiences of fellow students in 

addition to discussing their own, and of making suggestions to 

each other with regard to alternative ways of handling certain 

situations. It is also very comforting to a student to learn 

that other students are equally anxious and battle with the same 

problems as he/she does. 
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As Ya.lorn (1975) pofots out the supervisor can obtain much 

information about the trainee ' s behaviour in his therapy group 

by attending to his bcl1aviour in the supervisory group . The 

s upervisor needs to draw attention to the student ' s own attitudes 

and emotional reactions . .. In this she car.mot but play a limited 

therapeutic role . It is important, however , that the supervisor 

does not become therapist. Helping students obtain insight 

into themselves must be work focused , i.e •. a;-ily patterns of be-• 

haviour, emotional blocks and resistances that affect the student ' s 

role as group therapist need be touched upon. It will be assumed 

that the student has sufficient ego strength to work through these 

on his/her own. If this should not be the case it is the 

student's responsibility to seek outside therapeutic help . 

Ideally.as Walton et al (1971) sugges~ the .supervisor in group 

supervisiGn should react more in the style of a conductor er 

facilitator rather than function as a teacher or instructor i.e. 

should leave most of the discussion to the students themselves. 

However, as they also note, this type of active participation 

develops slowly. This writer finds that the period of Uni ver-

sity supervision is too short-lived for her to move from the 

central role in th9 group. She finds that she has to use super

vision for a great deal of active teaching. If her suggestion 

of further seminars added to the theory component were to be 

implemented more attention could be focussed on this aspect of re

acting more as a conductor in group supervision. 

C. The Tec1ching Function 

For supervisory purposes students are expected to submit 

written process records of each meeting . This record includes 

a face sheet with i) number of the meeting; ii) Date cf meeting; 
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time begun and ended; iii) names of student/therapist and co

t~erapist; name of placement . 

The report consists of i) names of all members, indicating 

absentees and reason for absence if known; ii) a seating diagram; 

iii) a detailed process recording of the meeting; iv) Evaluation 

of the group and its stage of development and . themes; v) Observa

tions of individual members; vi) Evaluation of own functioning 

in the group; vii) Any aspects or problems .which are to be 

brought up for discussion in supervision; viii) Goals for the 

group and i ndividual members. 

It is impossible for the students in the therapeutic milieus 

t o produce full process records of Four meetings a week. These 

records are lengthy documents and lake time to write. The writer 

thus,requests studenls to write a full process .record of one 

meeting a week ar.d short sum~ary reports of the other three meet

ings. In their full report group evaluation they are expected to 

note and evalL;ate the themes and development of all four meetings 

during the week. If this is not done students and supervisor 

tend to get a vertical perspective of group process, in other 

words, examination of only one meeting in detail causes loss of 

a horizontal perspective of group development. 

These records are handed to the supervisor prior to the weekly 

supervision meeting. She then analyses the reports making pencilled 

comments, suggestions and criticisms. in the margins. She will also 

point out certain issues which provide good material for group 

supervision discussion nnd suggest that the students bring these 

up for discussion in the supervisory session. 
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From the point . of mid-evaluation,students are increasingly 

expected to undertake this type of detailed evaluation for 

themselves,thereby increasing their autonomous functioning and 

development of a pattern of on-going critical self evaluation, 

which should not cease when they qualify and abandon their 

student role. 

The writer considers these written records are easenlial 

for supervisory teaching purposes. Tbere is criticism of the 

use of such records in terms of the .allegation that they are 

found to be highly selective and distorted •. Whenever possible 

students are asked to tape record meetings and to use these 

recordings for writing their reports. The use of a recorder 

who produces a repcrt of the same meeting is another form of 

control. Actual observations by the supervisor 1 from behind 

the one-way mirror, of group sessions in progress. provide a 

further check that the student does in fact perform in the manner 

outlined in reports. This .writer has compared the reports of 

trainees and recorders and has not found the degree cf distortion 

so great as to make these records useless far teaching purposes . 

Group process is too complex for successful, deli.berate, distor-

tion to take place . It is .possible to pick up ~roup themes and 

processes even in a selectively written report. In her experience 

as supervisor the writer has found .that the student who produces 

detailed reports with well thought out evaluations makes the most 

progress in learning to become .a skilled therapi st. The majority 

of students claim that the supervisor ' s written cornmnnts and 

rmalys.is have provided one of the most benef.icial of tlte.i.!' 

learning aids . 
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Students are also expected to prepare a preliminary written 

profile on each group member: . This should be based on both 

the history and diagnostic formulab on presented by the individual 

therapist and on the student ' s own observations of the member in 

the group . The tentative goals fer tbe member ~,ould be included 

in the profile as well as i n the process records. After the 

student has completed his/her spel l of group therapy the profile 

of each member should be brought .up t o date and should reflect 

the student's observations of the member'.s participation in the 

group and any changes or growth that has occurred in the me~ber. 

A copy of this profile should be placed in the patient ' s hospital 

file. 

At the end of tho placement students are expected to write 

a group summary report of their clinical group therapy practice. 

These reports are to reflect the students' integration of theory 

and practice. It is felt that these final r eports enable 

students to draw all the threads of a complex learning experience 

together and provides the students with an invaluable cognitive 

overview of their total experience. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Mastering the art of becoming a skill ed practitioner of 

group therapy is a complex. procedure. Learning to practice 

group therapy in the therapeutic milieu .placements outlined in 

Part I poses challenges to both trainee .therapists and those 

responsible for thei r training. These therapeutic milieus pro-

vide an exciting learning setting in which students , from all the 

psychiatric disciplines, can gain a depth of understanding and 

achieve a sophisticated level of functioning in group therapy 

provided they are able to make maximum Lise of the opportunities 

afforded in the placements. 

In order to make it possible for students to do thisi the 

writer has advocated the formulation of a training programme 

which contains four essential com~onents: 

(1) A structured theory course in which a theoretical fcundaticn 

is gained through prescribed reading, didactic lectures, 

seminar discussions and role-play. 

(2) Attending an experiential group conducted by a skilled 

leader for a sufficient duration tc allow the students 

to experience all the phases of group development outlined 

in the Life Cycle developmental model. 

(3} Actual practice of group therapy which will take place in 

the therapeutic milieus only after students have had previous 

experience of runaing a closed group or have acted as a 

recorder in the therapeutic .milieu therapy groups. 

(4) Provision of regular, intensive supervisioa of this practice . 

This supervision shoul d preferably be group supervision and 

where and whenever possible should include actual observ3tiun 
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' of the student conducting a session from behind & one-

way mirror. 

As lhe group therapy practice in the therapeutic milieus 

is undertaken by co-therapists drawn from all four psychiatric 

disciplines it is felt, that for these students, a l arge part of 

the training programme should be common to all four disciplines . 

This applies particularly to the theoretical foundation and 

supervision . With this in mind the writer h3s outlined the 

theoretical foundation and supervisory practice provided in the 

Clinical Social Work Master's programme at this point in time, 

in the hope that this will provide a basis for interdisciplinary 

discussion and evaluation with a view to formulating some common 

training requirements for the practice of group therapy in the 

therapeutic milieus . 

She proposes the following: 

A. That discussion be instigated between those responsible for 

the training programmes of the four. psychiatric disciplines 

to consider a) the importance of group therapy; b) the 

need for improved training in .group therapy; c) the need 

for common training in group therapy; d) the four training 

components outlined by the writer as essential in any 

training programme. 

B. i) That the writer's outline in Section 2, Part II, be 

used as a basis for critical evaluation and discussion 

with a view to. formulating a common syllabus for the 

theoretical foundation for group therapy prnctlce. 
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ii) That consideration be given to a common learning 

experience for trainee group therapists from c:.11 

four disciplines in \vhich lectui'ers. or tutors fr.om 

all four disciplines contribute to the programme by 

giving didactic~lectures, or conducting seminars 

or workshops. 

iii) That, owing to the pressue of the University training 

programmes, some of the training be given on an in

service basis in the therapeutic milieus in the form 

of weekly supervision/seminar sessions . 

C. i) That, in view of the need for. skilled experiential 

group leaders and group therapy supervisors, serious 

consideration be given to the establishment of an 

Association of Group Therapists or Group Psyc~1otherapists 

similar to the present S~A. Institute of Psychothera

pists. 

ii) That the aims of the Association of Group Therapist3 

should embody inter alia:-

a) Prescription of the necessary qualifications and 

experience for the practitioner of group therapy 

to be deemed a group therapist or group psycho

t!ierapist 

b) Instigation of advanced training programmes for 

group therapists 

c) Formulation of a common value system for group 

therapists from different disciplines 
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i ii) That membership of such an Association be multi

disciplinary 

iv) That membership be confined to those who qualify in 

t erms of the standards prescribed by the Association. 

D • . That, once such an Association is established, only members 

of the Association be considered .as leaders of the 

experiential groups for trainee group therapists . 

E. i) That the Universi ty Departments involved in training 

students for clinical practice together with the 

Authorities involved in staffing the therapeutic 

milieus in the Provincial Hospital .service consider 

appointing a multidisciplinary group of supervisors 

whose job would be to provide the necessary 

regular intensive supervision of all the trainee group 

therapists in all the therapeutic milieus. 

ii) That this supervision be done in groups consisting of 

the co-therapists and recorders of both orientation 

and working groups. Students from more than one 

therapeutic milieu could be supervised together. 

iii) That the writer's outline in Section 5, Part II 

provide a basis for evaluation by the group of super

visors with a view to formulating common supervisory 

standards for practice. 

iv) That, ideally, supervisors too should be drawn from 

the ranks of the proposed Association of Group 

Therapists. 
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In conclusion the writer would like to affirm her belief 

that group therapy is one of the most rewarding and important 

of the therapeutic methods and th8t increasing attention should 

be given to training in this method especially for practitioners 

working in institutional settings. 



APPENDIX I 

J.L. Stricklin' s Developmental Dynamic Diagnostic Statement is 
the final vwrking document forinulated in The Psycho Soci al 
Index Second Ed . Revised - Cape Town : University of Cape Town 
Printing Dept. 1974 . 

This document contains the following sections: 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 

(v) 

Organic 
Intellectual/Cognitive 
Basic Personality 
Current Ego Functioning 
Environmental Influences 

DIAGNOSIS 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The writer had a number of discussions with Dr. Stricklin with 
regard to the relevant factors that should be considered under 
each section of the statement. The factors listed below are the 
writer's interpretation of the type cf relevant information that 
would be considered under each section. Only those factors that 
are pertinent for the recommendations for therapeutic intervention 
should be listed. 

(i) Organic 

1) Any significant disease 
2) Any signifcant periods of hospitalization 
3 ) General state of health 
4) General age level comparison re weight, height, etc. 
5) Level of energy 
6) Psychosomatic manifestations 
7) Any degree of orgunic impairment 



(ii ) Intellectual/Cognitive 

1) Approximate IQ 
2) Interview behavicur, l anguage, understanding 
3) Ability to process the environment and to pr oblem 

solve realistically 
4) Ability to do for sel f 
5) Memory 
6) I s pot ential realized. 

(The information in this section should provide a rough 
assessment of how able the client is to enter into 
any therapeutic relationship) 

(iii) Basic Persor.ality 

(It is important to distinguish thia area f r om Current 
Ego Functioning) 

It refers to the habitual modes of responding and behaving. 
Basic Personality results from early developmental history 
so i t may be viewed in terms of psychodynamic concepts 

1 ) Superego - "Good", conscientious, overly demandi~g 
irrespof"ldible. 

2) Ego - strengths and weaknesses in coping wi t h the 
environment 

3) Id - or motivational forces - are these controlled or 
acted upon spontaneously? 

Can look at the following areas 

dependency, ability to trust, expression of aggression, 
anxiety, self concept, sexual identificaticn. 

NB. Will look at both adaptive .and maladaptive modes of 
responding . 

(iv) Current Eqo Functioninq 

How the individual is reacting to the stress or problem 
at this time i.e . current mAnifestations 

Can look at current relationships; thought processes; 
use of consciousness 

Ability to perceive reality; awareness of self and of 
actions, level of anxiety; mood - is it appropriate; 
mot.i vation; impulse control, wh.st defence mechanisms 
are being used. 

NB . Will look at both strengths and weaknesses. 

(v) Environmentnl 

Both past and present environmental factors wil l be 
considered. 

1 ) Significant rel8tionships - parental, sibling, marital,etc. 
2) Family interrela tionships e . g . does extended family play 

a part . 



3) Particular stress/trauma 
4) Developmental stage 
5) Political/Economic/Religious/Cultural Factors . 
6) Long-term/precipitating 

NB Both positive and negative factors should be 
considered. 

Recommendations (Therapeutic Intervention) 

1) Medical ex2mination necessary 
2) Psychological testing 
3) Individual therapy 
4) Group therapy 
5) Relationship ther8py (parent counselling, 

marriage guidance, family therapy) 
6) Use of specialized services e.g. speech therapy 
7) Environmental manipulation. 
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APPENDIX 2 

School of Soc~al Work 
University of C~pe Town 

N.Soc.Sc:JCli.nicaJ. Soc.i.al N~) 

Guide for the Evaluatio~ bf Student Progr09s in 
Gro~p Therapy/Advanced Groupwork 

Level of dc:velopoent at the b_eginning of th<:: course; 

(a) Previous theoretical training 

(b) Previous experience 

(c) Felt needs for learning. 

Evaluation 

II. ~ctioninq cf Student: 

Ability_to cbserve and :ros.,.P,Ond app,-:oJ_)E,,ia t.G ly 
(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Individual feeling and behaviour 

Individual's effect on cember/group 

Grov.p behaviou;:-

Group's effect on individuals 

t.o: ·-

(v) Workc~•s effect on individuals and g=oup. 

(b) ~~_y to set go~_ls and to work P'J.rEE..?efu11_~ 
to\,! cu: ds the s: e : 

{c) 

(i) 

(ii) 

For individual ~embers 

For the group as a whole. 

Abil i ty to use the interaction n~oces~: 

(i) Relating member to member, member to group 
~nd group to member in o~der to develop u 
free interaccive network. 

(d) AblJ.~tv to use self for thera_p~utic_puruoses: 

(i) 

(i i ) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Relating to ~ernbcrs/gro~p/agency 

Accepting memb~rs/group/agency 

L:l.miting bch,P1iour harmful t.o self or others / 
destructive to material or relationshipc 

Guiding discussions, activities, gx-oup 
ClOVCll:lCTT!t 

(v) Appropriately alleviating tension, ~o~flict, 
fear, anxiety, guilt 
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(vi) Enabling and supporting individuals/group to 

accopt selves and others 
express themselves 
involve themselves in discussion, 
decision -making, assuming and 
carrying responsibility . 

(vii) Ability to make purposeful use of procesG 
commentary. 

(e) Ability to assess acd evalunte: 

( f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Unconscious motiv~tion of individual/group 
behaviour 

Grot~p process 

Stage of group development 

Your own feelings in the group and how these 
affect your interventions. 

_A __ b __ i_l_i_t_.,y_t_o__,.p_l_a_n__.p_u_.1:_·_p_o_s_e_~ _f..;;;u..;;;l;...;l~y..__.;;.b_a-s-e-. ..:.;d__;o_n..;._.._Y __ o_u.r __ a __ s_s_e.;...;...s ~ m~~ 
in ( e) • 

Appropriate han<llinq of termination of £!OU£. 

Ability to usa sunervi~ (including assesst!:ent of 
own leurning needs). 

Relationsh ip with Agency Staff: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

}).ppropriate feedback to Agency staff 

Ability to work within Agency policy 

Ability to select pertir.ent information for 
written profiles on members required by the 
Agency. 

Marks for group work practice will be asrigned according to the 
followin g criteria: 

1st class: By the end of the place:nent , has developed .:.11 of the 
skills~.!..! and uses them appropriately . 

UEner 2nd class : By the end of the placement, has developed al l 
of the skills wall and uses them appropriate ly but someti~es still 
has difficulty with one or two of them. 

Lower 2nd class : By the end of the placement , has developed most 
of the skills and uses these appropri'4tely. 

3rd class: By the end of the plncement, has developed mos~ of tho 
skills and uses them appropriately but someti~es still has-difficulty 
with ono o:r two of t.hcse . 
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